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"A great society is a society in

which its men of business think

greatly of their :unctions."

Alfred North Whitehead



FOREWORD

I hope that the study here presented will prove useful to busi-

neJs curriculum planlers, career c.punselors, young people thinking of

entering the managEme%'7 field and, even, men and women who have already

e6tablished themselves in management careers. I believe the study's

findings should also be of interest to anyone wishing to learn more

about the nature of business leadership and what people engaged in this

role tend to think and do.

Yet whatever usefulness the reader may find in these pages can-

not possibly match the benefits that I myself have derived in preparing

the study. Not only have I had the experience of an intensive, system-

a;ic and very meaningful intellectual and academic exercise, but most

enjoyab;e of all, in the development of my data for the study, I have

had the privilege of talking privately, frankly, and at considerable

length with a number of the most distinguished and influential leaders

of American business. I am deeply grateful to these busy executives

for taking my inquiry seriously, for giving me so generously of their

time, and for so forthrightly responding to my questions. I feel per-

sonally enriched by the experience. Since paraphrasing is always in-

adequate, and particularly so when one is dealing with people of the

insight and articulateness of those whom I interviewed for this study,

I have reproduced extensive excerpts from the interviews verbatim, thus

vi
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rhe respondents to sp_ak for themselves. In a very real

use, ther,:_fore, these business leaders are my co-authors, although

lt is, of course, only I who am responsible for the analysis to which

teir views are here subjected.

I would also like to express my thanks to several other in-

,dividuals who in important ways assisted me wit!: :.!.? study. Ernest

Arbuckle, Chairman of the Board of the Wells Fargo Bank and former Dean

of lford' Graduate School of Business, helped formulate and shar?en

the fo:zs of the project. Professor James E. Howell, also of Stanford

Uuivcrsity ahd co-author of, among other signiticant w)rks, the highly

r,T.irded Ford Foundation report o71 Higlwr Education for Business, offered

va;u,:ble suggestions in regard to the conceptual structuring of the

study. Richard Holton, former Dean of the University of Californic's

C;raduate Business School at Berkeley, and Professor David Re,,zan, also

of the Berkeley Business School, contributed helpful advice for the study's

research design. John Van Swearingen, a former student of mine, assisted

me with the quantitative aspects of the analysis. And Professor V. Vichit

Vadakan of Golden Gate University was kind enough tL, review with me both

the study's research design and its statistical components.

My gratitude also goes to the members of my doctoral disserta-

cien committee: Mr. John G. Neukom, former Director of McKinsey and Com-

pany; Dean Allen J. Zahn of the Graduate School of Management of Golden

Cate University; and Dr. Otto Butz, Golden Gate University's president.

They have painstakingly gone over the manuscript with me at different

:;tages of its development and their criticisms and suggestions have re-

sulted in a mu:11 sounder and more scholarly end product than would other-

wise have been possible.

vii
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I am particularly indebted to Dr. Otto Butz, who served as my

principal dissertation adviser. An outstanding scholar and teacher in

hiL, own right, Dr. Butz has played a key part in every phase of the

study. it was as a student in his doctoral seminar, "Dynamics of Con-

temporary American Civilization," that I first became seriously inter-

oste6 in the subject of the inquiry. And it was his enthusiasm, encour-

agement, and high standards that energized and guided me as my work

progressed. For more thae a semester we held long weekly meetings in his

office, going over both the cdficeptual framework and the data for the

projet. And despite his ve,-y busy schedule, he put aside his own

writings a.ad devoted many hours to a most conscientious editing and re-

working of my manuscript. His caring, help, and support have been an

inspiration to me personally and an invaluable contribution to the com-

pletion of the study.

Last, but not least, I want to express my love and gratitude to

my wife, Marlene. Also a student in the Golden Gate University doctoral

program, in addition to the position she holds as a teacher, her role

s a mother, and her months of help to me as my stenographer and typist,

she has participated in this undertaking as though it were her own.

Marlene is truly an outstanding woman of many interests with whom it is

my privilege to be able to share the gusto of living.

Even with all the assistance and guidance I have received from

others, I am bound to have made errors of both commission and omission.

Fcr these, I alone bear responsibility.

Menlo Park, California
March, 1976 10
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PURPOSE AND METHOD OF THE STUDY
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The subject of these pages is the role of education in the

divelopment of successful business managers. The study inquires into

the comparative usefulness of varicras types of education for manage-

7:ent. And it probes the significance of these educational experiences

in reiation to other factors ihat appear to contribute to successful

maneriaI careers.

My originll intention was to approach the subject through an

analysis of the writings of business educators. What, I planned to ask,

do our business professors think is most relevant and beneficial by way

of educational preparation for management? Being myself a teacher of

business administration, such an approach seemed the most natural in

terms of my own career interests. It also seemed the most meaningful

from an educational point of view. For is it not the country's business

educators who plan and have charge of our various business education

curricula? Arlo are they, therefore, not also the proper authorities for

setting its objectives and assessing its effectiveness?

I have, of course, every coniidence in the purposefulness of

American business education. And I know first-hand of the dedication

of our business professors to serving the educational needs of the

management professions. Yet the more I reflected on these basic questions,

1
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the more an uncertainty arose in my mind that I suspect has troubled

other business educators as well. Most of us in academia, even in our

business schools, have had little actual management experience ourselves.
1

How, then, can we be sure that our views as to the most useful educa-

tional experiences for successful careers in management are, in fact,

sufficient? And to the extent they may not be, would not a compendium

of these views suffer from the same limitation?

Clearly, it therefore seemed to me, the efforts of business

educators to develop effective educational preparation for managers has

need for input from another, and equally important quarter. We must

look to the experierces and insights of professional managers, and

particularly those whose careers in management have been the most success-

ful. What can these practitioners tell us about the role of education

in the development of managerial skills? Wbat types, forms, and sequences

of educational experiences have they found most valuable in their own

development? What educational preparatiol, do they look for in their

nolleazues? What kinds of educational choices would they recommend to

young people embarking on a managerial career? And, more generally, utat

do they have to say about the relation of different types of educational

experiences to what they believe are other key requirements of success

as a manager in today's world?

Not that the views of business executives should be considered

more definitive than those of business educators. While the latter =ay

13efore taking up a second career in teaching, I was fortunate
enou-gh to have had some ten years of administrative and manazement ex-
nerience in industry.
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be too far removed from the action to see its full complexities, the

former may be too close to it to realize all of its possible long-range

implications. And while the business educator may incline toward too

great concern with conceptualization, the successful manager may be too

prone simply to generalize from his own experiences. What is obviously

needed is a mutually-informing and reciprocally-corrective synthesis of

both perspectives. Business educators must incorporate the experiences,

intuitions and reflections of successful managers. And the latter can

gain from the systematic research and analysis of the academic student

of business. Only to the extent we achieve such a synthesis as the basis

for our various kinds of management preparation and education, can we be

sure that our development of managers is as effective as we can possibly

make it.

What I believe has handicapped us in achieving this objective

is a serious gap in our knowledge. We are not without explicit and im-

plicit educational theories and', a. great deal of popular speculation

about the significance of education as a factor in the development of

successful managers. What w'e are lacking, however, is systematic,

empirical research on the views of management practitioners. For though

we often admire or criticize these people for their managerial perform-

ance, we have paid little attention to their thinking about the work

they are engaged in and the educational preparation and other character-

istics it requires.

1. is with the aim of helpinc- to remedy this deficiency in our

knowledge that I have undertaken the present study. Most generally, my

research is designed to assess the part played by education in the

context of all the ingredients that top-level American executives

1 4
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believe are essential for effective responses to the challenges of con-

temporary management. My hope is that besides the light it sheds on the

role of education in the development of successful managers, the study

will also add scope and depth to our understanding of the function of

management itself.

There seems little need to underline the significance of an

inquiry into the educational and other elements of the managerial role.

Our technologically-advanced society, with its capital-intensive, large-

scale units require an ever-growing number of highly competent managers.2

Furthermore, the continuing rise in material and social expectations, the

changing attitudes and aspirations of the work force and the new con-

straints resulting from environmental considerations and government

policy, place ever more exacting demands on those entrusted udth the

managerial role. It is, indeed, hardly an exaggeration to say that the

fate of our society--and of other advanced industrial nations as well--

critically depends on how effectively this role is discharged. Clearly,

then, our understanding of what management today involves and our ability

to develop future managers accordingly, will make a decisive difference

in the shape and quality of our future.

Given the complaxities of what we are dealing with, the research,

data, and conclusions here presented can at best be a beginning. I

urgently hope that they will stimulate extensive further analysis--cf the

7
`See the sociologist Daniel Bell's analysis cf this development

and its consequences in his The Coming of Post-Industrial Society, New
York, Basic Books, 1973.
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people who today hold different levels of managerial positions, of the

dimensions ot their responsibilities, and of the elements of their prepa-

ration, including various types of formal and informal education. The

subject requires and deserves it.

1 6



CHAPTER 2

METHODOLOGY

This is a study of the views of corporate executives on the role

and usefulness of various types of formal, informal, and continuing

educational experiences as preparation for successful careers in busi-

ness management. The views presented and analyzed are those of senior

executives of large corporate organizations.

The basic methodology of the study was that of personal inter-

views. The interviews focused on three general questions. How do high-

level executives retrospectively evaluate their own educational exper-

iences, oarticularly during their undergraduate years? What under-

graduate, t.:;raduate, professional or continuing education experiences do

these executives believe have been most valuable to them throughout

their careers as managers? And, in light of their own professional and

personal experiences as managers, what recommendations regarding educa-

tional experiences would these executives make to today's young people

who plan to enter managerial careers and aspire to top executive positions?

Use of Personal Interviews

it was decided early in the planning for the study to utilizg

personal interviews. rather than mailed questionnaires. The methodology

of personal interviews seemed preferable on several grounds. For one

6
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thing, though a mailed questionnaire might be directed to the president

of a company, there would be no way of knowing whether it was actually

completed by the person addressed or a secretary or administrative

assistant. Secondly, the study not only aimed to probe the respond-

ents' thinking and attitudes but also, necessarily, utilized a number

of abstract concepts. Terms, for example, such as "liberal arts,"

"educational experiences," end "humanities" have a number of shades of

meaning to which it would be difficult to do justice in a mailed ques-

tionnaire. In a personal interview, by contrast, ambiguities of defi-

nition can be clarified more easily. And finally, the face-to-face

interview has the advantage of permitting open-ended questions. These

offer respondents opportunity to introduce more complex perspectives and

fuller data than is likely to he developed through the typically brief

responses elicited by a written questionnaire.

In retrospect, the trade-off that was made in favor of greater

depth of questions, rather than numbers, turned cut to have been well

worthwhile. Several of the people interviewed indicated that they felt

more willing to respond to questions put to then in a person-to-person

disoession, and to go into their answers more _xtensively, than would

have been the case had they been asked to respond to a formal question-

naire. As one interviewee volunteered:

Let me make one comment to you. I think that
your approach to having interviews is far better
than sending a questionnaire. I must zet at least
two each month. As much as I would really like te
help, and some of the subjects that they want you tc
cemnent on are extremely vital to American business
and our free enterprise system, or OUT country in
general, it is very, very difficult to get the time
to sit dowz and put your thoughts down on paper. I

1 8
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think this way where we can chat for a while is far
better.3

Selection of Respondents

Ideally, a systematic study of 'he ideas of business leaders on

the role and usefulness of different types of educational preparation

fo.-7 a successful managerial career should be based on a representative

national sample of all individuals in top executive positions. Within

the available resources, however, the collection of such data was not

feasible. Instead, a judgment sample of business leaders was selected--

people in senior executive positions in a wide range of variously sized

industries headquartered in the San Francisco Bay Area.

The sample selection began with a list of companies taken from

the Los Angeles Times Rosters of California's 100 top industrial com-

panies, top financial institutions, top insurance firms, the 10 tcp

utility corporations, and 10 top transportation firms.4

!.lore than two-thirds of the companies selected are also in-

clu.led on one cf the 1975 Fortune 50;1', 07 Fifty Largest lists.5 The

Fortune rankin,e by sales, assets, and net income is shown on Table

-...!,espondent 13.

'California's Leading Companies, 197. Reprinted from the L
Angeles Times, Sumday, May 12, 1974.

5The 500 Largest industrial Companies. Fortune, Mav, 1975, p.
205. The Second 500 Largest Industrial Corporations. Fortune, June,
1975, v. 120. The Fortune Directory of the Largest Non-Industrial
Corporations. Fortune, :uly, 1975, p. 11:4.
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TABLE 1. COMPANIES INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY AND
THEIR RANKINGS ACCORDING TO FORTUNE IN 1975

Company

Fortune's 1000 Largest
Industrial Companies

Ranked by:
Fortune's
Top 50

DirectoriesSales Assets Net Income

American President Lines 36
b

Ampex 513d 16a 271a - -
Arcata National 566a 38a

123a
Bank of America

1c
California Canners and

Growers - -
California Pacific

Utilities
Crocker National Bank Isc
Crown Zel:erbach 109 101 71
Del Monte 192 2?9 222
Di Giorgio 333 428 476
Envirotech 562" 54a 141a
Fairchild Camera and

Instrument 421 380 283
Fibreboard 489 416 442
Firemen's Fund of

America Insurance
(Subsidiary of Ameri-
can Express) 3c, h

Foremost-McKesson
Hewlett-Packard 225 223 125
Hyatt - -
Industrial Indemnity

(Division of Crum
and Forster) 29d

Tndustrie 123 236
Levi Strauss '71^ 278 238
Pacific Gas and. Electric 5e
Pacific Telephone

(Subsidiary of AT&T) - le' g
?otlatch 345 296 203
Saga
Southern Pacific 4,6

Spreckels Suzar
(Division of Amstar)i 191 275 251

Standard Oil of
California

Wells Fargo
West Coast Life Insur-

ance

(Divisic-n of Xationicie
Life)

2 0



e Fifty Largest Utilities, Fortune.

ta shown for Amstar.

ta shown for American Telephone and Telegraph.

ta shown for American Express.
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I believe that the geographic concentration of the respondents

in the San Francisco ;:ly Area does no -. reduce the significance of the

findings. It should he noted that all the selected companies are engaged

in interstate business, and many are multinational as well. All of the

executives interviewed, moreover, have also had educational and/or

7nanagement experience in other parts of the country.

The respondents in this study were selected on the basis of

thir i key executives of major corporations. For well-known

historic,11 reasons, top executives of American corporations have tended

to be caucasian males. Reflecting this fact, the sample interviewed is

drawn frt this group. That is to sav, it does not include executives

from minority 'croups or females. I believe that this concentration of

caucasian males in this research does not diminish the significance cf

ndincs. licwever, as =ore individuals fro= non-caucasian backgrounds

and women fill top executive positions, they, toc, should be sinilarly

studied with a view to discern if the results would he the same.

Samoie Size

Early i7 the Fianaing of this study it was established that the

sine of the .udcment anple would be at least 25. Long lead-time was

needed to arrange for interviews these busy executives. Thirty-

two companies were contacted. Only three of then did not participate.

That left the top mana;ement of 29 companies willing to participate in

the study_ in one of th particinating companies, both the president

the vice-chairman o= the board of directors agreed to be inter-

viewed. In the end, rnondents from 29 different co=panies contrib-

uted their time and interest to this research.

2 2
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Over 90 percent of the respondents were either the president or

chair.wa of their corporation. The remainder held th, positions of

senior vice president or vice chairman. See Table 2.

An alphabetical listing of all the respondents is showa in Table

3. It should be noted that the executives interviewed did not place any

restriction on the use of the data for the purpose of this research

project.

One striing aspect of the study turned out to be the candor

with which the interviewees responded. Verbatim quotations not only on

educational bu i. also social, economic, and political issues enhance the

analysis and interpretations of the data collected. A system of ran-

domly selected code numbers is substituted for the footnote references

of the respondents' direct quotations. The key to the code is secured

in a safety deposit box held by the President of Golden Gate University

and, besides the author, is known only to the members of his dissertation

committee, including the President of Golden Clate University, who has

served as principal adviser for the dissertation. All three members of

the dissertation committee read the transcripts of the intervie:.:s prior

to the s.ebstitution of code numbers for names.

2 3
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TABLE 2. NAMES OF COMPANIES IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER
INCLUDED IN THIS STUDY AND LISTING OF RESPONDENTS'

JOB TITLES

Name of Company President Chairman Other

American President Lines
Ampex
Arcatz. National
Bank of America

California Canners and Growers
California Pacific Utilities
Crocker National Bank
Crown Zellerbach
Del Monte
Di Giorgio
Envirotech

Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Fibreboard

Firemen's Fund of America Insurance
Foremost-MCKesson
Hewlett-Packard
Hyatt

Industrial IndemnitT
Kaiser Industries
Levi Strauss
Pacific Gas and Electric
Pacific Telephone
Potlatch
Saga

Southern Pacific
Spreckels Sugar
Standard Oil of California
Wells Fargo
WesT- roact Tif.D Tncrzn,24. X

TOTAL 26

X

a
Senior Tice ?resident, Assistant t,-; the Chairman of the Board

bVice Chairman of the Board

2 1
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The Interview

All 30 interviews were conducted during normal business hours

at each respondent's office. It was so arranged partly,as a matter of

convenience for the busy interviewees and partly to use a place familiar

and comfortable for them.

The length of discussion time varied. The intervieds usually

lasted for about one hour. Verbatim transcripts were made and sub-

sequently used to analyze the responses.

Prior to conducting the interview, each respondent was made

aware of the general purpose of the study. This was done in a letter

requesting the interview. The explanation was reviewed again just prior

to conducting the actual interview. As it turned out, this seemed help-

ful in establishing good rapport and open communication between the

tespondents and the interviewer.

An interview guide was employed in order to structure the sessions

so as to ensure that the same subject areas would be covered with each

respondent. The following questions were asked of each executive:

What brought you to (name of the company)?

The major purpose of the first question was to open up the

discussion. Jt was also intended to develop a line of conversation that

would disclose whether the respondent was recruited from outside the

organization as a top executive, progressed through the corporate

hierarchy, or had arrived at his position by some other route.

Was there anything in your formal schooling or informal educa-

tion that particularly helped you to _prepare for a top management

position?

2 7
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This broad question was intended to elicit an assessment by the

respondents of the strengths and relevance of their academic preparation.

It was also concerned with determining whether the person's educational

background was general or technical. Other questions probed for any

additional factors that the respondent considered important. Was it the

substance or content of the particular educational experience that he

considered of greatest value? Or was it its form, the analytical skills

it helped to develop, or some other aspect of the subject matter or

methodologies studied?

In reflecting on your educational background, do you feel that

you would like to have included any other educational experiences that

would have helped you as an executive?

The question asked each respondent to identify and discuss any

weaknesses in his educational experiences as he v' ;ed them in retro-

spect, particularly as regards preparing him for his responsibilities as

a high level executive. It was anticipated that responses could range

from "no weakness" to indications of dissatisfaction with the forms of

learning or gaps in specific subject matter.

Have you participated in any of the advanced manasement pro-

jcrams or special seminars such as those offered by the American Manage-

ment Association, Conference Board or others?

This question began the segment of the interview that dealt

with the interviewees' educational experiences since college. The dis-

cussions generated from this question included the respondents' descrip-

tion of such post-college educational experiences as formal courses,

seminars or self-study programs. The respondents were asked to evaluate

the kinds of experiences they believed most useful or desirable.

2 8
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Does your cotavanx_provide organization development or management

development programs?

This question was designed to determine what additional educa-

tional experiences were available within the oganization, and on what

basis. The discussion probed the executives' attitudes toward company-

sponsored in-house education and on the subject of company financial

support for other types of education for its employees. Also discussed

was the interviewees' views about the relationship between continuing

education and executive achievement.

What advice would youlliveyour best friend's son or daughter as

to how to prepare themselves to become an effective executive?

It was expected that the discussion of this question would lead

to specific course-work, college and program recommendations. As it

turned out, the question evinced responses which were broader ranging

than the previous queries. Subsequent discussion in this area included

suggested counseling techniques and comments on actual situations with

the respondents' own children as well as those of their Lriends.

Would you recommend that there should be a break in the formal

education process or should young people go straight through?

This question was introduced to develop discussion of the mix

and sequence of a wide range of educational and cultural, as well as

work experience. These included such activities as travel, part-time

work during high school, full-time working between high school and

college, specialized work experience between college and graduate work,

as well as other possibilities. This portion of the interview was con-

cerned with finding what, if any, consensus there might be on the subject,

based on the interviewees' own career experiences.

2 9
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Let's assume you decided to take early retirement. The board of

directors has asked you to be chairman o: the selection committee for

your own replacement. What criteria would you consider?

This area of discussion had several objectives. What factors are

important in the selection of a high level executive? What relevance,

if any, does educational background or achievement have in the selection

of management? Is the relevance of education different during various

phases of executive career development? To what extent are plans of

management succession formalized? And, if so, what criteria are con-

sidered?

It was assumed that educational background is only one of

several factors considered by top executives in evaluating candidates

for high level management positions. Qualitatively, how important are

educational experiences as related to other factors also given consider-

ation?

Regarding the kind of discussion we have been having, are there

any questions that I should have asked that I didn't ask?

This question had two objectives. The executives interviewed

might introduce a new, important area not previously considered in the

research design. The question also implies that the interview is clos-

ing and offers the respondent an opportunity to summarize in his view

the most salient aspects of the relationship between education and

executive c3reer achievet.ent or to make any other closing remarks.

3 0
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'12E1IYELE._21.qle Data

The analysis of the results of this study takes two directions.

Similarities of attitudes and recommendations are statistically sum-

marized. And the study also reports individual responses where they

serve to clarify the intensity of attitudes that cannot otherwise be

adequately measured. There is no conflict in the findings between the

statistics and the qualitative data.

As part 1/4:: the statistical analysis, the data collected in the

30 interviews were subjected to multiple correlations and a factor

analys1s.6 Under ideal conditions the results of a factor analysis

would r.:10, that each interview question and response is related to its

own Fiocific area of information. The factor analysis separated the

questions into nine different factors. There was not, however, any

,:lear pattern isolating factors by questions.

The lack of meaningful correlative indices among the variables

which relate educational background and experiences to senior exec-

utive achievement lends support to the premise that there is not nec-

essarily a predictable cause/effect relationship. This in itself is an

important finding.

The statistics presented include:

(1) The frequencies of responses to each of the specific

question areas included within the standard interview

guide.

6Stanford University's Stanford Computation Center Quick SPSS,
version 03.0 based on 20 variables and 30 cases. Subprogram FACTOR,
PA2 with VARIMAX orthogonal rotation.
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(2) Cross-tabulations7 of the responses in order to test

for significant relationships. The variables tested

were taken from a summary of responses to the ques-

tions included in the interview guide which are dis-

cussel in the previous section of this report.

7Also known as "contingency tables."
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CHAPTER 3

PATHS TO TOP MANAGEMENT

The opc.ning interview question asks what brought the executives

to the top manavment of their companies. The responses were sorted

into four different paths, as shown in Table 4.

TABLE 4. PAIRS, AS R:PORILD BY EXECUTIVES,
TO THE TOP MANA(EMENf OF THEIR COMPANIES

Absolute Relative
Path to Top Management Frequency Frequency

(Percent)

Outside recruitment 11 37
Promoted from within 14 46
Family 3 10
Founder of the eom7)any 2 7

TOTAL 30 100

More than 80 percent of the executives interviewed were pro-

fessional managers in that they were either recruited from outside the

f.irm or developed within the firm for the responsibility of general

management. Those who became t,,p management through family ownership

or were themselves the corporate founders also had participated in

graduate schools of business, management programs or graduate technical

programs. All respondents interviewed had at least one college degree.

The corporate executives who were recruited from outside the

company offered several explanations of their reasons for making a change.

24
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Often, they expressed a need for more challenge; there was, however, no

general consensus. Some typical responses were as follows:

For the second time in my life, I was in a com-
pany in au unhappy situation. There were so many
opportunities that the company was not taking advan-
tage of. We had a $300 million operation that could
really grow. Everything was going for us. We had a
technical base for research and a good market posi-
tion. We've got to move aggressively, was my think-
ing. So, I told George that either you run it or let
me do something else with the company. I was not
being true to myself or the company. I enjoy compe-
tition.

(Then, an offer came along.) We, my wife and I,
considered if it was right for me and right for us.
She said that she was not ready to hang up the gloves
after getting the children grown.

It was time to get repotted. 8

I had been with for 28 years, alto-
gether. I left the service and went to work for
them. Became the chairman and chief executive officer.
. . . it was pretty obvious they weren't going to have
a lot of capital with which to do things to maintain
a broad enough position in the business. I had
brought the company back from losing about $30 million
a year to where last year it made about $120-$130
million. . . It was strictly in the busi-
ness. . . You couldn't do things on a broader scale.
Then, the opportunity to come here developed as more
of an interest thing. . . The other thing waa that
I think there is just something wrong to stay with
one company. You begin to get the feeling that your
skills are not really transferrable.

Question: It is interesting that (Respondent 22)
said it was time to get repotted.

Yes. 1 feel tne same way. hns done
this, too. He has changed fields and I am not so sure
that I don't want to change fields again some dLy. It

8Respondent 22.
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does a lot for the young people in the organization
if you are doing the job of getting them along. . .

I get more of a thrill out of doing a job of develop-
ing people in the company than I do out of anything
else. 9

I have been in the business all my
life. I graduated from the University of California
at Berkeley in food technology, so I had an indication
very early that I was going to get into the food in-
dustry. Right out of college I went to work for

. That was in 1940. I became president of that
company in 1962 and then moved to Chicago where the
headquarters were. I was president and chief exec-
utive officer of (that company) from 1962
to 1967. I decided to return to California where my
family had grown up and where I had been born and
raised. The opportunity came in 1967 to come back
and head up (the present company) which was kind of
an exciting company in that it had just been formed
about nine years prior to that. I jumped at the
chance to come back.1°

* * * * * *

Another corporate president in his early 40's whose background

includes an engineering degree, a law degree, and an MBA, commenting on

his outside recruitment:

I came as a result of an executive recruiter
calling me and asking me if I would like to consider
this job. I, to this day, don't know how he happened
tu get my name.11

The first degree in my career was a bachelor's
in chemical engineering. I went to Montana State
University before World War II, then joined the Navy.
I earned a doctorate in physics from Lehigh Univer-
sity after that. Subsequently, I joined Bell Telephone

9
Respondent 7.

10Respondemt 9.

11Respondent 20.
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Labs as a research scientist and developed the inven-
tion that brought international fame to me. I was
tnen offered a professorship at Harvard. I took it,
but with a cut in salary. It was good for me to have
done it. . . Then, I got the offer to go to (another
company). I almost turned it down. It was only a $3
million business at the time. I was general manager
of this fledgling operation, with 432 employees, in-
cluding me, when 1 arrived. I built it into the second
largest of its type in the world in 10 years time. Then
I got the offer to come to this company and have been
here since. That is my career.

We are all prisoners of our own experiences. I

cannot speak for others. I don't know what it is to
run a low technology industry. To make light bulbs
would bore me to death. I wouldn't like to do it, at
al1.12

* * * * * *

Most of the executives who became presidents of their firms from

within the organization had spent the major part of their professional

careers with the same company.

One of the executives interviewed described how he had started

with his company at the age of 15 and continued doing seasonal work

during his college years. After military service during World War II,

he returned to the same organization and had diverse, progressively more

responsible assignments.

Another top executive who has worked for only one company had

this to say:

Question: What brought you to (this company)?

Respondent: Actually, when I got out of the
service in February, 1946, I had just really been out
of college and then into the service and then having
to decide what industry 1 wanted to join. I decided

12Respondent 12.
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that the insurance industry was the kind of business
I wanted to be in. I might add, it was a joint de
cision. My wife takes a great deal of credit for
this. She maintains she influenced me. I was con-
sidering the investment arca and we jointly decided
that it (insurance) did offer a good opportunity and
the kind of work that I would enjoy. It turned out
to be just that. . . My whole career has been with
it.l3

* * * * * *

The response from another man, commenting on his long tenure

with the same firm, was as follows:

When I got out of school in the depths of the
depression, there were not many jobs. (This company)
was all there was, and I really wasn't excited about
going to work for them. It was really a plum in those
days and I took it with the idea of being with the
company temporarily until I could find something that
I wanted more.

Temporary has been 41 years in February (1976).
But I found as time went on it became more of an enjoy-
ment. There was challenge. I was still not too happy
about staying with it until I came back from the Navy
in 1945 and I had a wife and three little daughters to
take care of. This was secure and seemed to have
opportunity. By that time, I was a little wiser about
things. . .

Aftar coming back from four years in the Navy, I
realized what a great place it was, what a challenge
it was, what opportunities there were, that it was a
clean company. I was working with people who were
way above average in integrity and dedication; and I

looked around at other companies that weren't even
close in my judgment; and so I stayed on happily. I

have never been sorry at all. I wouldn't have changed
this for anything in the world.14

13
Respondent 14.

14Respond,mt 21.
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The respondents interviewed did not necessarily perceive the

path to the chief executive's office as part of a conscious plan at the

beginning of their business career. As one of the interviewees put it:

Life is a kaleidoscope. Everything is the result
01 everything else. I never really in my life had any
specific plans. No poal, such as some people say that
by 45 I must be here on the ladder, or by 50 I must
have so much money. However, I am not putting down plan-
ning. Too much of that planning goes on and a great
deal of frustration results. An unreatized life is
too degrading.

I, in my life, have always re,orded anything that
I was doing as a challenge to ao the best job I could
do. If you do a damn 600d job, some t. lng good will
happ,.n.

. . . All through these years, I had no specific
plan. Every new thing was a challenge. I was happy
and productive. There was implicit faith in some-
thing bigger than the company, in the A.Terican system.
If you givo more than you get, there has got to be
sor:-., reward for it. In my age group we had the depres-
sion psychology. If you want to eat--you have to work;
no give-away, no food stamps, no cradle-to-the-grave.
Relief was a scourge. You'd rather die than go on re-
lief. Paddle your own canoe.

. . . You are a product of your environment and
time in life.15

On the same subject, arother respondent offered this reflection:

There is more in life than becoming a chief exec-
utive officer. It is much better to set your cap to
do an increasingly better job of what you are doing.
We should not overdo the star system.16

15Respondent 22.

16Respondent 3.
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CHAPTER 4

RESPONDENTS' EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

Th-D. undergraduate educational background of the executives in-

terviewed was, by chance, fairly evenly mixed between general and tech-

nical. See Table 5. Also, a chi square analysis shows no statistically

significant relationship between the path to top management, as shown

in Table 4, and the incidence of a general or technical background, as

shown in Table 5.

TABLE 5. UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND

Educational Orientation
Absolute
Frequency

Relative
FA::.quency

(Percent)

General 14 47

Technical 13 43

Combination 3 10

TOTAL 30 100

Eighteen of

them. The advanced

technical dezrees.

the respondents had earned 19 graduate degrees among

degree areas were primarily MBA's, law degrees, or

See Table 6.
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TABLE 6. RESPONDENTS' GRADUATE DEGREES EARNED

Absolute Relative
Degree area Frequency Freguency

(Percent)

Business 7 37
Law 6 32
Technical 5 26
Other 1 5

TOTAL 19 100

As with the undergraCuate orientation, there is no significant

correlation between the graduate degree areas and the particular path to

top management listed in Table 4.

The educational experiences of the executives interviewed are

certainly much more inclusive than the formal degrees earned. This in-

cludes what was learned on :he job, through travel, and in management

development programs, seminars, conferences, and so on.

The respondents discussed the relationship of their educational

experiences to their role in top management. They emphasized that al-

though they had different educatnal seeds during various phases of

their careers, learning is a life-long process.

No p,:rfect education is possible. No one I know
has that. Education is not just the years you spend
in college. I've beez educating myself all my life.
I carry around a pretty .empty bucket. I'm educating
myself this week on business matters that relate to a
broad economic spectrum. It never stcps.1/

17Resoondent 15.
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One corporate president observed how the development of values

is also a part of the formal and informal educational system:

The education process makes an impact on us. You
learn some things in a positive way. You learn some
negative things. And, you can really get your teeth
kicked in--you tend to remember those things. You
know that the difference between a pat on the back and
a kick in the ass is only about two feet. You re-
member when you did do it right and when you didn't
do it right--or when you lost. I think that things
do really make an impact.

When you get that P and L responsibility, you
are responsible for the bottom line. You have got to
make this thing go. Of course, it affects your orien-
tation, your motivation. It is a value system that
starts immediately in your education system.

You start building that value system from the
time you are a child ar six or seven years old and
probaly even sooner tLan that. . . I think that
value system starts when : Ire very, very young.18

Y- c have experiences as a result of many
thinas .Ln childhood, in the military service, in for-
mal education and in education that one gets from
one's bosses and one's peers and being sensitive to
issues that go on abcut you all the time. We should
be continually learaing throughout life. I look for-
ward to learning a lot tomorrow and I have learned a
lot today.19

7Nespo ,.

,
n...en

lo-
z.--espondent 20.
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CHAPTER 5

EDUCATIONAL STRENGTHS

The feature of their education that the respondents mos:. fre-

quently singled out for favorable comment pertained not to its F.ubstance

but its forms and intellectual discipline. It was not the specific sub-

ct matter of their college majors or course work that they viewed as

most significant. What appears to have mattered more was the impact of

their educational experience on their ability to analyze, to think clear-

ly, and to apply learning to new and different situations. The form of

education was indicated in 14 of the 39 multiple responses made by 25

respondents.

The second most freouentiv mentioned educational strength re-

lated to the technical education. As would be expected, cross tabula-

tions between the type of education (as shown in Table 5) and the var-

ious undergraduate educational strengths (as shown in Table 7) Show a

significant relationship. A chi square analysis yields significatce at

approximately the .02 level. Simply stated: those who had a technical

background felt that their technical training was the most important

factor, whereas those who had a general educational background felt that

the form and not the =tent of education was most ic7,-±rtant.

2 3
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TABLE 7. STRENGTHS OF UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

Absolute Relative
Reported Strength uenc Fresuency

(Percent)

Form of education 14 36
Technical 11 28
Travel 1 3

Analytical skills 4 10
Economics ') 5
Education combined
with work experien,-.c 2 5

Other 5 13
T( TAL --z--

39 100

The executives had a good deal more to say about the value of their

education as related to their executive development and present role as

top corporate executives. Typical respnnses wer= as _follows:

it makes no difference what you study. Tt is large-
ly immaterial except the things that 1..77a4m yiaur own
mind. You don't learn much in shool; you learn to sep-
arate the wheat from the chaff."

I went through the conventional route in New York,
through the public school system and high school sys-
tem. The thing that wasn't very hard to figure out
when I was a kid was that those who went farther fas-
ter were those with an education.

My mother and father were immizrants. They were
both born in Ireland in Che north of the country.
'hey were very intelligent and very wise and very pru-
dent and not formally educated. It occurred to me very
early and to my two brothers, too, that given that kitd
of input you owed it to them to get oerucated. That is
wty they came here, so that mayhe you would za farther
and faster.

I have always felt that my father and mother never
really achieve the .7.osition they I.-ere natively en-

2C-Respondent 15.
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titled to and would have had it if they had been dif
ferently backgrounded. Therefore, it tell on me and
my brother to achieve that fulfillment. In my case,
I don't want to make this sound too religious or emo
tional but, I have always felt a strong instinct to
fulfill a line Chat they started. I think the way I
have operated is rather a good fulfillment of a start
and I expect the same things of my son.

. . . I got an opportunity to go to Princeton,
which is, in my opinion, the best liberal arts school
around and my strong urging was to move all the way
on the liberal arts side. On the other hand, you
have to graduate and you have got to stay in a depart
ment for yau to qualify. So, I got into Princeton's
department of economics and social institutions. I

took every English course, and every history, every
music appreciation, every philosophy course I had
the time to work in. . . They have since gone to a
pass/fail system on your electives. At Princeton you
take what you have to take and elective courses are
2assifail, which is marvelous! That permits a per
sit. 4:o ran^e over the whole keyboard.

I graduated cum laude from Princeton which wasn't
:J.L on basis that I was there two vears.21

The -major that one selects as an undergraduate
is not as important as the mindstretching exercises
of the learning process. Also, the educational ex
perience should include pride in the institution and
a great deal of learning outside the classroom.

vas never a Phi Beta Kappa, although I was a
high school class ?resident. Everybody at Stanford
was a high school class president.

A university is a community that provides a mar
velous opportunity for participation in the Whole
life of the other students and faculty. :t is a.a
opPortunity to be taught bv grw pe2ple %.-ho arc in
sightful and inspiring people."

11

--Respondent 2.-4.

* * *
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My background is, first of all, engineering.
Then I went to the business school at Stanford. I
consider the engineering background, engineering
discipline, as being the most valuable on-going, long-
term influence that 7 have ever had. It is not the
intellectual discipline so much as the approach to
organized thinking; not in terms of remembering for-
mulas. I couldn't do a differential equation today
if I had to. But, I think the analytical approach is
tremendous. Now, on top of that, the way the buslmess
school is useful to me today is because it opened the
horizon and it dealt with so many more subjects that
I have to deal with today. If I had to rank them one
ana two, I would still put engineering ahead of busi-
ness.

You have to have
on in this business.
it, but it sure helps
are involved in fixed

an understanding of what is going
It helps. You don't have to have

. After all, most of our assets
assets and this is bricks and

mortar and machinery. So it is useful. I think it
w.Juld ae difficult to understand or to have an,appreci-
ation of this if I came from a law background.-3

The legal training and methodology of law school
essentially teaches problem solving. It applies to
most business problemq just as it does to most legal
problems. That technique and the skill learned there
was the most significant part of ay education. The
analytical case method is combined with fhe Socratic
method to force you to analyze the problem to its small-
est component parts. You can do that with a financial
problem just as,easily as with a personal injury or with
an acquisition.--

Any technical education or engineering or scien-
tific or research-oriented education develops in an
individual the ability and understanding of the impor-
tance of being analytical, being able tc solve prob-
le-is in am analytical way; furthermore, sorting cut

23Respanden: l.

.n.esnondc-t 2S.
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the unimportant, and putting things in the proper
4)rder. You can solve a human problem with this
.Approach. You can solve almost any problem with
it.25

My formal education was technical, strictly
technical. I think that an education really pro-
vides a place for a person to get started and it gets
him into an organization. It is of great value that
you have some area where you are an expert; whatever
the area, there is some area you know as home base
and where you are an authority.

There is not an awful lot of correlation between
what your education is and your career. There is a
tremendous amount of duplication of background. Uhat
really counts is what you do after you get started.
A lot of young people feel: "If I take this or that,
I am committed to it for life." That is only the en-
tree. Any or§anization is going to lool: for people
with ability.-6

Some executives interviewed had undergraduate education that

included both teChnical and a broad liberal arts background. One cor-

porate president who had earned three acadpmic degrees commented on his

undergraduate engineering program:

In my own case, I had very good engineering
training at Princeton. It vas a good, general engi-
neering background with a balace between civil,
chemical, electrical, and brc.a ra1 arts.

I am very proud of the .:sasic c -1:ring at
Princeton. It was T.cite industrial
engineering_ at most universizfes -.;E:,:z:.7.ce of this par-

ticular :ailcring. As a '7.tter my father
wns instrumental in getting --1.-;,!ad long before we

went to Princeton ,:nd -necame :=.--Ived in it. My older

25Respondent S.

=6Resnondent 2.
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brother and I took that course. I felt that it gi_ye
me an input that perhaps I would have obtained by
working in a manufacturing plant for many years.

I have a sensitivity for many technical types cf
issues. I can read a blueprint; and when we start
talking about problems of coatings, I understand molec-
ular jargon, so I am not going to get overawed. I may
not be current with the techaical things, but I do
know general sorts cf things--beat balance, heat trans-
fer and things of that sort.

. . . I had more economics courses than were re-
quired to get an economics major at Princeton. I have
been a student, too, of history. History really is
involved with people, and the relationships of con-
cepts to people is one of the important, things that
one needs to dfs in general management.'7

27Sespondent J.
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CHAPTER 6

EDUCATIONAL WEAKNESSES

tjlen tile executives discussed areas they had neglected in thsir

undergraduate education, the most frequent response cited accounting

and finance.

TABLE S. WEAKNESSES IN UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION

Absolute Relative
Weakness Cited Frequency Freiuency

(Percent)

counting/Finance 12 39
Liberal arts 4 13
Business administration 3 10
Computer sciences 2 6
No weakness 5 16
Other 5 16

TOTAL 31 100

An equal number of respondeats with technical and general under-

eraduate background perceived accounting/finance as the chief area of

weakness in their undergraduate preparation. On this subject, cne of the

interviewees, a corporate president, reflectr-d that:

There are always thiags that you could add as
skills. I majored in economics and that is very use-
ful. The thing that I guess I needed most is some of
the type of trairirg in financial analysis as taught
in a business school. We have MBA's here; and while
I can make a financial analysis and forecast
enough for my cwa purposes, the treasurer does them
twice as good and three times as fast. He knows a
lot of tricks. He is c-ittting a lot of training and
experience that I didn't have. It would be useful to
ce if I could pick up one more Year.

39
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Management is looking for some of those brilliant
MBA's with a strong financial background, especially
if they came from a decent school. They are very valu-
able. They know how to do some things now better than
most of the chairmen of the board who went to college
years agox even if they (chairmen) went to better
schools.26

Some corporate executives acknowledged the differences in what

was available for their own educational background 20 or 30 years ago

an what is offered today. Several company presidents learned account-

inc and finance on the job; some also took refresher courses; and others

taught ..hemselves. Here is an ex3mple of the latter:

Question: Where did you pick up yout business
background?

Respondent: It is what you call on-the-job train-
ing. I came here as a senior technical officer. We are
a company that vas structured so that I did the tech-
nical work.

In 1971, with a change in management, I vas thrown
into the position I have now (as president and Chief
executive officer). While I had, through osmosis,
picked up a little bit of what the operating state-
ment was and what the balance sheet might be about,
it might have been a blessing not to know. We had
very heavy financial problems. The advantage of not
knowing any better was that I asked a lot of questions.
What does this mean on the balance sheet and how do
you get it off? You start aSking questions such as:
What is prepaid? What are the obligations? Logical
questions start unfolding the problems. I learned
about capital and the difference between what the
banks expected and what they were entitled to.

I think the advantage was that I had a mathemati-
czi bent, no prior commitments, and I knew the tech-
nology. I vas very much at home in all that. I vas
able to derote full time to understanding the finan-
cial end of the business.

--Respondent 2S.

5 1
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Question: Knowing what you know uow, and being
thrust into a difficult financial situation, if you
could go back in your education, would there have been
anything that could hava been done differently?

Respondent: I think that perhaps it would have
been a bit more comfortable if I had had some of the
rudimentary business school courses that would have
made me more familiar with the terms. T would have
felt better. I do not recommend that to become
president you should not go to business school. It
was just the way it worked out. It would have made
it easier but would not have solved the problems.29

When asked about his :_cademic weaknesses now that he had experi-

mced a com'oination of production and general management background, the

oresident of ome large corporation answered:

I would start with a need for very strong back-
ground of finance and accounting. I think complement-
ing that, particularly in this line of business, is a
good comprehension of engineering principles because a
tremendous amount of Your time is devoted to establish-
ing priorities for money allocations. You have also
got to have innate or well-qualified trained ability
to analyze a project or to interpret someone else's
analysis. For example, discounted cash flow is a key
element to running a business; so is portfolio analysis.
You can't learn all this academically, but a good,
broad understanding of it is almost critical to do an
effective job. I went out and got this myself.3°

Still another corporate president with a high technology back-

ground and little or no prior academic experience in finance participated

in inventing and developing financial information Tvstems.

I feel the accounting system is technical. I can
do that. There are two kinds of accounting: public
and management. For too many years there was only one
way. lre had a different system long before everyone
else was using it. In 1965-66-67, we had a review of
our internal accounting system and drew up a system

30Resocncw-
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that was designed to foster the kind of systems we
wanted our people to make; an accounting system that
reflects accountability.

Question: Do you neon identify the output and
profitability of each organization?

Respondent: That is an insufficient definition.
%That is the composition of items it takes to produce
the bottom line?

Question: Do you feel that you should have in-
cluded other educational experiences that could have
helped you as an executive?

Respondent: Accounting is one of the things you
could easily say I could have taken. However, you
don't put yourself back in the proper time Erame to
do that. I took the grandfather of ecomocs, Pro-
fessor Grant at Stanford. At that timej had no
in*9rest in it at all and I flunked it.'-

A chiaf executive whose undergraduate background at the University

of California, 3erkel,2y, was primarily technical was sent to the Sloan

!.tanagement Program at MIT during his earlier management career. He

cf the weakness of engineering progrsms as regards business ad-

ministration and management training:

Question: Looking back at the education you had,
is there some are.1 that you felt was deficient?

Resmondemt: Terribly deficient. In the tech-
nical areas yol, cane out devoid of any teachings in
1,T17,7,-dt1es amd the peripheral areas where you needed
it if you were going into management in the technical
areas. That was in the 1930's. There were some
things not available thea .

was fortunate at the tine that I had the oppor-
tunity (-because cf being selected by my company) to go
to an operation like Sloan. But not many people can.

In those days. technical training was very, very
narrow. Since then, and even in the 1950's. the en-

31Respondent Z.
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gineering schools started to broaden.

Personnel relations, interpersonal relations,
labor relations, labor law, finance, accounting should
be included. I think that some of that should be avail-
able because when they get out, not many of them end
up just as technicians doing a technical job. They
usually end up supervising a crew of people in a very
short time. I think it is necessary that you get some
help in the understanding of people and the vagaries
and human frailties and how to motivate people to
achievement of objectives. I think that, at least in
my time, it was not taught; and, it could have been
available to us. I was fortunate, but not everybody
was. You learned those things when you got out. I

was plant manager a couple ef years after college. I

learned a lot on the icb. I could have had some help.'-

.,spcn2.er.t
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CHAPTER 7

ADVANCED MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS

AND

SPECIAL SEMINARS

The majority of executives interiiewed spoke highly 1,f the

educational usetulness of such advanced management pograms as those

ofierLA by the business schools at Harvard, Stanford, the University

cf California at Berkeley and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

American Management Association courses, Conference Board seminars,

special in-house programs with visiting lecturers, and self-study pro-

grams were also cited as valuable learning experiences that complemented

their companies' own on-the-job management training programs. See

Table 9.

TABLE c

ATTITUDES TOWARD MANAGEMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS

Absolute Relative
Attitude Frequency 17requency

(Percent)

Not helpful 4 13

Some help 10 33

Very helpZul 16 54
TnTAL 30 100

The interviewees strongly recommended, and in almost all cases,

had themselves participated in special management training programs

45
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throughout their careers. There was no statistically significant rela-

Lionship (within the .05 level) when :he responses for this question

were cross-tabulated with previous questions as reported in Tables 4

through 8.

Many types of management development programs were discussed. It

was clear that, with few exceptions, top management genuinely supported

them. Respondents stressed both the educational significanc i! such

programs and the role they frequentl-i dlay in personnel evaluation and

promoti. A. As one Corporate preSidt put it:

I have seen and been involved in a lot of com-
pan5es. Everyone has a management development pro-
gram, whether it is formal or informal--but I have
never seen a company that gives the time and atten-
tion or goes about it the way we do. I an just so
pleased at the way this program is workiars Lirnd the
results from it.

What we do is require each division president
and manager to identify those people in his organi-
zation that meet a couple of criteria laid down and
identify those in the company who have potential for
development. About 500 are now in the program. We
sit down once a year. We're in the middle of these
sessions right now. We spend a full day with each
division and members of the staff that he wants
there. The committee includes the top industrial
relations guy and a couple from the policy committee
and senior officers in the company.

The division president outlines, within the
framework of strategic plans, what the manageinent
people needs will be over thz next five years and
what it will take to implement that plan for each
key position in the business. It is reviewed as to
how it is currently filled, whether it is satisfac-
torily filled or not. We consider if the person in
a given job has the potential to develop. ln the
event of promotion or death, is there a replace-
ment ready? Whzre will they come from?

Zlch person develops an individual develop-
ment t,ian which is read and signed. It is account-
ability.

57
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Question: Is this an MBO (management by objec-
tives) approach?

Respondent: We wouldn't use the term MBO. We
have developed our own in-house program. Each year
when we review what has been done and the changes, the
officers are involved. Part of a manager's perfor-
mance rating relates to how well he has done his job,
quite apart from his sales forecasts and money prob-
lems, whether or not he has carried out management
development programs for his people. (The respondent
reviewed the procedures during the interview, actually
using the plans of one division as an example.)

There is a written strategy. The evaluation for-
malized what was done in that group for the past year.
The individual plans send our managers to many outside
programs. (Leafing through one of the books, he com-
mented): One person took advantage of the Stanford
Executive Program. Another vice president went to the
University of Virginia for a course in managing corpo-
rate resources. Others went to various outside things
like the U.C.L.A.

Continuing-education is tOund in many ways. In-
house programs are conducted by and for various people.
An example of one such course is Finance for Non-Finance
Types.

This program reaches down into the organization
at whatever level it has to, even for the foremen. For
example, the foremen are interested in industrial re-
lations. They ask for training in basic labor relations.
It has paid fantastic dividends to us. First of all,
it gives people opportunities. Secondly, it provides
the company with a source of management to grow.

In the program, 50 of the 500 are women, al-
though I don't believe in quotas. It should be for
everyone.

We pull out the notebook to look for potential
replacements when the need arises. And it often does,
as in the case of one vice president who had just had
a physical exam, suffered a cardiac arrest, and died
the day after the physical with no history of any prob-
lems at all.33

33Respondent 22.
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Several other interviewees described similar programs in their

companies. A recurring comment was that the most effective management

d velopment programs were tailored to meet the needs of specific indi-

viduals within a structured organizational framework.

In more than one case, the manngement development programs were

temporarily discontinued because the chief executive officers felt they

were too successful. The respondents reported that they found themselves

trining people for other organizations. They referred particularly to

the younger trainees.

142 are very reluctant to hire graduates on their
first job. By policy, by understanding, we don't.
Our experience has not been good. We prefer them to
have more experience. I want him to get a lot of his
illusions lost. I'll take him on his third move.
This stems principally from the fact that at one time,
a lot of college recruiting was done, and we found
that we were training people and maturing people for
somebody else. I don't think the investment paid out
so what I would rather do is let someone else take
these people for their first or second job. I woulr!
prefer to hire them when they are five years plus 0,
of school. Whether they have had one or two jobs in
the meantime won't bother me because now they will
have a better idea of what business can offer for
where they can fit in with it and what they can ex-
pect in the way of challenge, responsibility and ad-
vanement. I am talking about a reasonably bright
person but not the son of an owner. I refer to some-
one whe is going to be on his own.34

Almost 311 the respondents' companies conducLed some form of

management development program. Many of the c.;:ecutives were of the

opinion that it was as much the employee's responsibility to seek self-

development as it was a corporate responsibility
. Identify and select

"future promotables" for management development. The chief executive

officer of one large company expressed the following strong personal

conviction:

34
Respondent 10. 59
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You need to say to yourself: From this day for-
ward, beginning right now, I am going to continually
follow a process of developing myself in every way
that I can so that whatever opportunities come, I
will be ready.

When I came into this business, I was an engi-
neering clerk, but I started doing things outside the
business that would develop me. I joined a speakerc
club, got involved with Toastmasters, studied the
industry's practices and methods with a small group
of people that I got together so that we could re-
late to each other and motivate each other. I tried
to read broadly. I tried to associate myself with
people who shared my own desire for personal growth
or self-development. I tried hard to not get in an
environment which would destroy or erode it. I tried
very hard to insure that as I was growing in the busi-
ness and in my life that I kept continually before me
the need to make myself as valuable as possible by
growing and developing. Growth and development can
come in many ways.

Basically, the individual needs to start with
intelligence. There is no substitute for that. Most
of us take advantage of only a small fraction of the
intelligence we have. I am not an overly bright per-
son. I am not a g,,nius by any means and I am not
nearly as smart as many people in this company. But,
I have continually tried to take full advantage of
what I have and to develop it to its maximum. To
give you an example, I have seen many people on the
golf course who flail away at the ball and don't think
about what they need to do to improve. This is what
many people do in business. They flail away at the
job without thinking about what they can do to make
the job better or to equip themselves to swing better
at the ball or to do better In business.

Basically, the development program that I am
talking about is the program you do yourself. I have
said it over and over: the man who wants to be de-
veloped never is. The man who is developed is the
man who wants to develop himself. You can't give
someone a hypodermic injection of developing. He has
got to do it himself. And you can't give him muscle.
He has got to build muscle. You can, however, be sure
that the man has opportunities to show what he can do.
Consequently, we continually try to put people in
increasingly challenging positions where they can show
growth and development. We try not to leave people in
the job too long. We try not to let people get stereo-

GO
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typed, to get narrow. This is such a big company and
we have so many facets to it that it is possible for
a person to get stuck in engineering or to get stuck
in public relations or to get stuck in statistics or
in accounting or whatever, and we try not to do it.
It is bound to happen in a company this big.

We try to identify early those who have potential.
We try to move them around and try to find out if the
early identification was right. We are starting to
do that with people at the higher levels with the com-
pany and some of them are given management develop-
ment programs. They go to Harvard for three months
or U.S.C. or our own program during the summer.

Question: Have you personally participated in
these?

Respondent: I am one of the few in the company
who has never been to any program. It is a strange
thing and I have often thought about it. I say this
modestly. I have not been able to be spared to go to
one of these damned schools. And I have always wanted
to go. They had a program where you went to the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania for a year, given a sabbatical.
I wanted it in the worst way because it got back to
the things I felt I had missed in college. I was
never able to go. I haven't been to our own manage-
ment development program in the company. r was aiways
busy or I was being moved at the time I was scheduled
to go or something. I have spoken t, its groups and I
have been a trainer and instructor, but T have never
1), n to one of these. I am Cie only one in an execu-
tive position who hasn't.35

It was also widely agreed that participation in management de-

velopment programs, as well as the content of the programs themselves,

need to be decided on an individual basis. There was general emphasis on

the importance of professional, individual colnseling for the benefit of

the candidates as well as the organization.

I like to see that everyone is given the oppor-
tunity to participate in those programs. Not just
someone you like to send because you like the color
of his eyes.

35Respondent 21.
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And I come back to where I dlink it is a highly
professional area. It is so because you are really
trying to have someone tell you whether this person
is capabi ?. of moving up or wfwfter you are creating
a problem. Move the wrong man beyond his level of
skills and you can cause him to commit suicide. If
he is the worrying type, you shouldn't put him there
regardless of what he is saying to you about how he
wants the job.36

It was clear that management training and personal development

could take many fGrms. Typically, as career paths progressed to top

executive levels, both management development and personal development

changed from technically oriented to general.

Question: Have you been involved in other
courses during the various phases of your career de-
velopment?

kespondent: I took the Stanford Executive Pro-
gram at the Stanford Business School. I found that
to be of considerable value. Your own university
(Golden Gate University) was of assistance to me in
the area of teaching. I used to teach insurance
courses at Golden Gate and I have always felt that I
learned more than my students. Of course, along tne
years, especially in my younger years, I have taken
a lot of insurance courses, both at Golden Gate and
as they used to call it, Pacific Fire Underwriters
or other local educational groups that taught courses
on individual subjects.

!luestion: Would you comment on your company's
involvement in management development programs?

Respndent: Yes. We have a very fine training
program, at least in our opinion. We bring the
trainees in from all over the country. They study
here in coueses that range from two to three weeks in
duration. Previously, though not in the last several
years, I assicted in the development of the program,
both the specific technical, in the areas in which I
specialize, and in the area of overall manapement
development techniques. Of course, we have ased out-

36Respondent 7.
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side assistance in that area, and we send our people
to various levels of management training.

Question: The training programs you have are not
just for insurance and technical matters?

Respondent: No. We have a very comprehensive
supervisory training program. We are trying to teach
people how to be good supervisors and we carry it to
a higher degree in trying to teach them how to be good
managers.

If you were to visit some of oar offices, you would
see classes conducted right in a branch office level
where there will be a supervisor talking to nine or ten
employees, really carrying the training down to lower
levels.

At the lower levels it is mainly training tech-
nicians. As you get to a higher level, we are doing
training of a different nature. We are training man-
agement skills. And, as you well know, :;orae people
make excellent technicians and not good managers.
Some people make good managers and not very good tech-
nicians. You only find out as they perform and as they
respond to training.37

In the case of one company, in-house training was compulsory.

As the firm's president described his company's policy:

We do a lot of things. We bring in professors.
We have a management development training center. We
have equipped one whole building with classrooms. It
is a separate place. We can force our people to go to
those.

If I keep advising them to take time off (for
training and education), they won't do it. They get
too caught up in the job and there is no time. We all
work 18 hours a day. Ten years later, it is too late.
It is harder for an individual to back up.

They (mostly engineers and high technology man-
agem2nt) have classes in finance, economics, and we
also have a Great Books Program. It is done because
an engineer needs it and never has enough of it. We
do have technical courses also because our technology

37Respondent 14.



Respondent: I have not, onl. because I haven't
had time. I took the cowardly route and hired a fellow
who has a specialty in ficouc.

liestion: Does your company have a management
development program that encourages people or do you
expect them to participae in programs offered through
industry?

Respondent: No. You have to understand why.
This company is relatively young. In a sense, we were
all involved in agricultural activities. The 1960's
changed their whole concept. Today, we are diver-
sified through a lot of acquisitions. We came into
the 1970's with a lot of small entrepreneurial type
divisions that have now gone to the second generation.
The entrepreneur doesn't live under a corporate struc-
ture. We are still scrambling. We would like to have
such programs. Younger people are involved in this
office. We try to get them and expose them so they
will be a valuable part of this company.

This office is an ivory tower. Earnings come
from divisions 3nread all over the world. The busi-
ness isn't in tt s office; rather only the legal,
accounting, treasuzcr, and all the staff functions
are here. The other organizations are not big enough
to have such programs

One of the seminar experiences that consistently received praise

orporate presidents w nnual conference conducted by the Con-

e Board.

38Respondent 12.

39
Respondent 25.
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There are many ways of getting education. For
executives the Conference Board has what is called
the Yama Conference. It is generally for chief execu-
tives and is held in the Catskills. It started in the
1920's. It haa subsequently grown in the East, Mid-
west, and Pebble Beach (California).

Twenty to thirty men go to these four different
sessions. The entire session has each one of the
indi%iduals talking on any subject he wishes to talk
about for eight minutes. Men there are questions.

Just hearing that many men of that calibre talk-
ing on some subject means you are really getting a
lot. In eleven hours you really get a terrific
amount of business acumcn being thrown at you.°

We are a member co the Conference Board. I go
to these things. I have been to the Conference Board
sessions at Carmel (California) a number of times.
They are very good from the point of view of giving
you exposure to other people. The thing that I have
been impressed by is that these titans of industry are
as fallible anu as human as anyone else. A leveling
experience is gaineu by this, and it adds to per-
spective.41

I think Conference Board sessions are ideal. The
executive is away from the business only for two or
three days.

They have an around-the-room discussion.

I have participated in these kinds of things regu-
larly and have been to one or two every year sirce
1958. I have been chairman of several.

It is a great opportunity for people to exchange
ideas in a totally antiseptic kind of atmosphere. No
one is taking any notes and you are not going to be
quoted in any newspaper. And if you say the wrong
thing, your stock is not going to go down. There are

40Respondent 20.

41Respondent 5.
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no inhibitions teat people might otherwise feel in
their normal environment. There is great opportunity
to get with your peer uoup and talk about whatever
comes into your head.4L

Organization Development

Organization development is a process of group participation in

the continuous improvement of the organization's structure, human re-

lations, and performance. It assumes that people learn best by doing and

working on actual problems.43 It Is an important aspect of people-

development, corporate social systems, and on-the-job training. These,

in turn, are closely related to management development. The Conference

Board defines organization development as:

a planned, managed, systematic process to change
the culture, systems, and behavior of an organization,
in order to improve the organization's effectiveness
in solving its own problems and achieving its objec-
tives."

It is therefore not surprising that there is a significant re-

1:,.tionship between top executives' support of management development and

organization development. Please see Table 10.

42Respondent 16.

43The Conference Poard. Oreanization Develo ment: A Reconnais-
sance. Report No. 605. New fork: The Conference Board, 1973. p. 3.

441bid., p. 2.



TABLE 10

ATTITUDES TOWARD ORGANIZATION DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Absolute Relative
Attitude Frequency Frequency

(Percent)

No program
10

Minimal 6 20

Heavy commitment 21 70
TOTAL 30 100

chi square analysis of the cross-tabulatod data in Tables 9 and

10 shows a correlation within .05 level of confidence.

Organization development deals with human behavior and leans

heavily on such social sci.?nce disciplines as psychology and sociology.

on the face of it, one might therefore expect a stronger commitment to

organization development among e:.:ecutives with a general or liberal

arts background than among those whose formal education had been chiefly

technical. Yet this did not, in fact, prove to be the case. The dis-

tiibution was equal. See Table 11.

67
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TABLE 11

EDUCATIONAL BACK(;ROUND AND COMMITMENT

TO ORGANIZATION DEVELUFlIENT

General
(Liberal Arts) Technical

Combined
General
And

Attitude Background Background Background Total
toward 0. D. Frequency Frequency Frequency Frequency

No program 2 1 0 3

Minimal 4 1 I 6

Heavy commitment 8 11 21
TOTAL 14 13 30

6 8
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Assuming the sample to be fairly representative, and if there is

a difference between a general or technical background, the lack of corre-

lation may be explained by the fact that all t1 interviewees had had

actual managerial experience. The subsequent yeara of corporate,experience

very likely overshadow the orientation of undergraduate education.

lhe late Abraham Maslow, a psychologist well krown to organization

development practitioners, for a time maintained an office at one of the

respondents' companies. The company president45 indicated that although

Dr. Maslow was originally there as an observer and not a resource person,

he was nevertheless regularly sought out by management as well as em-

ployees. The company president elaborated further:

One of the most interesting experiments has beer
our O.D. (organization development) program with Mr.

(Vice President, Human Relations) for the
past seven years. He has worked through the American
Management Association and the National Training Labs
(sensitivity training). Sensitivity doesn't work in
fqTrily groups such as ours. (Family groups b2ing
small management organizationE.) It has been help-
ful in non-family grov7)s. It opens up communications.

t.lestion: is your 0.1). program limited to man-
agement?

Respondent: We have to. It is physically im-
possible to go throui;h cm organization with 37,000
employees.

One woman does work on staff grcups and has
slaocess there. But it is limited in that there is
only one of her.

The men ask for O.D. It is very effective when
startimg up a new acco7int. Our district managers deal
with employees left over from aLother management-
Naturally, there is apprehension of someone eise-.'s old
employeeson both sides.

-Nesnon ,.
1,zem

6 9
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We were practicing tnis on an informal basis be-
fore O.D. came along. Perhaps if we were in a manu-
facturing business, we might not be so concerned. But
the nature of our product (service) mckes the differ-
ence.

In the course of our (company's) carr!er we :kave
developed people.

Another corporate president described his exposure to management

development programs with Peter Drucker and other time management pro-

grams. He added that,

Over the years I have had some exposure to sc-le
of the great men in business, such as the managerial
grid system of Blake and Mouton. I had it two times.
And, of course, I also stujied organization develop-
ment.

The (parent company) forwat was to bring in 15
or 20 in the training center for a week with these
men. They'd bring in outside speakers w7no were multi-
disciplined people. They developed thi- that have
been done by other people, such as game Ltuations and
gave them the iundamental ingredients of insurance com-
pany problems. A very fine experience-

Question: Do people in your own organization have
the same opportunity to participav!?

Respondent: To c_ limited degree. I would predict
that there will be something that is more ,:vailable to
them in the future.

Tbere was a period of time about tem years ago
when this was toned dawn by the (parent company) for
economic reasons. It is coming back up now. There
is more awareness of the need. Same of the people
in the subsidiary companies have not bad theier.po-
sure that people in my age bracket have had."6

Orsanization development involves learning experiences for the

participants. Amon:: other things, these experiences are desizned to

develop techniques of problem identification, prc.1..lem solvinz, tea=

Resporldent 23.

7 0
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building, conflict resolution, and performance evaluation. Some companies,

on the other hand, engage in this activity for rather more limited and

specific reasons:

We just got through an organization development
program about four years ago, reorganizing our man-
agement. X lot of the key elements of this was com-
munication. We are a broad-based, very diverse, in-
ternational organization.

Communicating with people is a management respon-
sibility. We explain where we are going. Where do you
fit into this? How do you relate to this bottom line?
It is very meaningful.

The essence of good management is how well you
can relate with people. I do a tremendous amount of
traveling, and I do it with just one thought in mind:
I want people to know what the task is, how I feel
about it, and how their job stacks up with me, on a
one-to-one basis. This is about as direct communi-
cation as you can get. In this process, you get
people that generally have a well-defined purpose.
I encourage management to spend 40 or 50 or 60 per-
cent of their time in this way to explain our strate-
gies and communicate with their people to let them
know where they fit. This is the type of thing that
either represents the strencth of management or an
abdication of it.47

The chief executive officer of a company with a strong policy of

financial support for employees' education and development nevertheless

added what he considered an important qualification:

I am all for management development progr?rrs and
mamagemenr development courses and I don't have any
real "kick" against people development courses. But
what L object to is too much emphasis on behavior and
psychology whem society is really crying out for
people who are trained to do specific things.

Nesnoncear
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You can get yourself psychoanalyzed out on the
street almost by stopping anybody you can get, but
try to find a guy who can fix your television.48

:5
Kes?zmde-nt :E.

7 2



CHAPTER 8

THE WELL-ROUNDED EXECUTIVE

There was no specific question regarding the generally held notion

that corporate executives ought to be well-rounded people. Yet, 19 of the

30 respondents volunteered their own comments on the subject. See Table

12.

TABLE 12

ATTITUDES REGARDING DIPORTANCE
OF BEING A WELL-ROUNDED EXECUTIVE

Absolute Relative Freauencv
Attitude Frequency Percent of 30 Percent of 19

Don't care 3 10 16

Some concern 5 16 26

Heavy commitment 11 37 56

No comment 11 37 --
TOTAL 30 100 100

The data in Table 12 was cross-tabulated using the chi square

analysis with the data reported in the previous tables. The relationship

of attitudes toward management development and attitudes regarding the

importance of Seine a well-rcumded executive approached nignificance at the

.07 level. However, there seems to be an even more siznificant relation-

ship, .02, between attitudes 3a orizardzation development and attitudes

rezardine the importance of -.)einz a well-rounded executi-.e.

62
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Some companies have gone to great lengths to encourage and help

executives broaden their perspectives beyond the immediate job and the

corporate organizaton.

(This company) as an institution is interested in
developing the whole nan. Fvery year we send a group
of our promising officers to Pomona where they don't
each them (about our industry) but, rather, art, art
appreciation, poetry, comparative economics, litera-
tun?, comparative societies, Yugoslavian communism,
Peking communism. They broaden the aesthetic. The
education of everyone is best to be broadly based.
Education is infinity. I am involved in education
as a contributor, as a participant, and as a learner.
I am a alow learner.

The (company) spent its own money to do an
Andrew Wyetb exhibit, an exhibition of a Chinese
archeological excavation, and has sponsored sending
the symphony to Japan.

We try to develop "the tomorrows" 10 to 15
years down the road. We want our key executives to
be broad before thev get there.49

One of the respondents, looking back at his own background, offered

the following reflections:

it is the living of life that really prepares.

My formal training was all technical. That was
the focus of all the schools I attended.

I have personal rearets for not studying Ian-
cuaces. I felt inadequate in the international situa-
ti.-m. However, I refused to live, participate, and
work in countries where I was the boor by not knowing
the lang-cace. I learned German, Japanese, and French.

: would like a broader schooling in the huzani-
ties. : would :ike to be more trbane in understanding
the °reek Theatre and to be a -more totally mded per-
son, to 52 a cutcd indivinual. Those at. the kind
of regrets. Hoever, nobody ca:: be all things or

-9Responlent 13.
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have to keep fine-tuning the im-
germane as a necessity.S°

Another executive officer had this comment on his experience

with a company-sponsored program designed to help develop well-rounded

executives.

It goes back to the college training where a per-
son can get launched on a program involving the whole
riln. It is disappointing to say, not very many people
do.

We have tried to do something like that here with
a modicum of success. That is, we have bad broad cul-
tural programs for our people conducted on the premises
under our auspices. That is really the answer. There
are conferaces. There are some semi-sabbaticals.
Some go to U.S.F. or Stanford for six weeks. Those
programs are good because you have to do something as
you advance.

One has to be a broader person. The executive
is no longer worrying about th,, c7.etails as mu:;11 as

the broad picture and its efftr7 en 'Llople 41-ad lif2
and the environm2nt all toi;ct%ei.

Do they volunteer or j it Sy
tion?

Respondent- it is by selection. 4e send so
Asper._ to various typeF of psychological

training. WE nd them zo courses at Mennin.ar in
Tope. It needs to be sponsored by the company, buy
you Lan't seild the persou ualess he wants to 20.

..-uect4on: When you are evaluting promc.tabla
are you always looking towards what they

grovw into? Is this what you hare in mind?

_s, You are roing to give
s ;-,eo7le tech-..i,al training. l'ou offer the '7,roader

trail.ing to the person wilo you think hos tl:e Ilichest
ultimate capacit-,.

501=1:=snon4ent.

1_,--=n4t they 'eljr-hted cc
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Respondent: Yes. I have had some turn it down,
though. It may be their way of saying: we don't
want more respoLsibility. Some people cannot say it
overtly. Not everycne should be chief executive offi-
Ler. Maybe some who are shouldn't be.51

76



CHAPTER 9

PEOPLE-ORIENTED EXECUTIVE

The executives interviewed showed a strong concern for people,

both those in the:r own corporations and the public at large. Although

no specific questions were asked on the subject of the respondents' deiree

of people-orientedness, 29 out cf 30 o2 the interviewees commented on the

matter.

T _.E 13

EXECUTIVE ATTITUDES RE( DING PEOPLE-ORIENTATION

Attitude expressd

Indifference

Sone concern

Strong commitment
TOTAL

Absolute Relative
Frequency Frequency

(Percent)

5 17

76

100

There is o correlation with any cf the previously discussed data

on the information on ':ahle 13. The interviewees realized the key impor-

tance of under_.-ding and beim:: able to work well with people-

Some cf their ots,==ations in this recard have already teem in-

cluded in previous sections of this report, particularly in connection with

the executives' views of manai,ement developrent and organization develop-

I



Chie pragmatic observation on the need to be concerned with people

was expressed by the chief executive officer of a large service company:

I have always said that my biggest job wasn't to
turn out a product or a service, but it is to develop
men to do that job for me. I have to get tl job done
through others and I don't do it all. There are 96,000
people in this company and obviously the only success
I have will come through their efforts.52

The interviewees also expressed a good deal of concern for their

employees as people. Specific individuals were discussed to explain or

illustrate various eeneral topics. Same of these comments were favorable,

some were not. Yet in almost all cases, the interviewees gave the distinct

impression that they were definitely not insulated from the personnel in

the organization.

One respondent revealed his familiarity with his oreaniz.leion's

personnel in tae following observation:

We have gotten some young fellows who have just
been tremendous. We have a young vice president here,

or 30 years old. He came in about seven years ago
with us. We were fortunate in getting one of the out-
standing graduates of U.C.L.A. three years ago, and he
is running one of the ware:houses right now.

What I liked about the young man is that be said
that Ae wanted to net his hands dirty. Ele wanted to
learn this business from the ground up.

That guy will co far because he is working with
?eople out there and the people like him. He is going
to go far. Some fellows come in and they want to go
into the head office and sit behind a desk and go
from 8:30 to -:30 and t'aat is it. Not tilis young
fellow.53

C.,

53-Res,aoni,,:nt P.
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.icer during the interview, the same executive also commented on

how important it was for employees to relate well to their own peer group.

If you don't have any integrity, then you are
dead. They will guess you sooner or later just
like the guy who wears his ambition on his sleeve.
Lis superiors may never see that but the people
down below will hate him and his peers will get him.

knother corporate president applied this same characteristic to the

matter of executive selection and promotion. He pointed out that in his

view:

There are two ways iu which people rise to high
places: "pluck" and "squeeze." The guy on top
reaches down and plucks. This is not the best method.
Squeeze is when there is peer selection and the troops
select leaders. It uses theory Y (referring to Mac-
Gregor's theories Y. and Y). However, it is slower,
but better. A natural /eader will come into it.D4

The presiaent ef another company revealed how he had brought his

alertness to people to bear on an unexpected recruiting opportunity:

When I was over at Berkeley talking to a group
of graduate students, I came away wdth the feeling
that there was one person in the room that was
really asking good questions and was really sharp.
Sc, I had someone in o-or personnel department call
over, find out who she was, and invite her over
here. But, we were not just going to lodk her in.
I said to go ahead and get two or three other train-
ees and run her through the department heads and
see how she fares. It ended -u-7, that she was hired

-a a man gement development program. We do
-nr. a prcntram. It is the_first we have had in
abc =ive -ZncuLth.)1'

3=R,s c7dent

--Res7,t7.-Ii:nt 12.
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Another executive's recognition of the importance of being people-

oriented came up in the following interview segment:

Question: Of all your experiences, educational and
business, is there any that seem to have the most pro-
found effect on your career?

Respondent: There is a certain feeling of moti-
vating or getting along with people. I have always
wanted to be liked, to treat people in a quiet way.

I have surrounded myself with those who can do
the kind of job of marketing, merchandising, or wha:-
ever it is, in a people-oriented business.

In analyzing the various businesses, banking or
securities or real estate, I am not sure you can eve:.
get away from the premises of people unless it is a
highly technical area. If you sell, though, you will
know about peop1e.-)6

Still another comnanv nresident had this to say about management

a,..d Human relations in his organization:

Everything is quite informal. In talking about
a prohlem, there are six of us, a president and five
vice presidents, and the work is largely delegated.
There are very few things I do directly. I work as
sort of an assistant and consultant to everybody else
and if anyone has more than he can handle, I am avail-
able. As a result, that lets me keep my hand in
everything and keeps me in:ormed about everything. I

have a lot of contacts with the vice presidents. In
addition, the,, have quite a bit of contact with each
other. I am in the of-7i-ce an average of font days a
week an2 I see everv vice ?resident two or three
times a J. There no f:rmal coamittee structure.

Stal)ility is the kev.:- --lere. It is a very
comfortable, pleasant, and sti=lating system. WP
all like it because ther,-, isn't the frustration of

gettinc committees togetheo and cornaittee decisions
and getting action on somebody's idea. :+e, may make
a doision wlthin am hour. :sually decisions :re
nlde Lle,:ause mail 7,iies en :and evary.boey :Ise has

cond--nt 1S.
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other work to do. Make a decision and go on to the
next thing. The pressure is there when you have an
understaffed organization. I try to keep myself
available to help the others.

I don't think we are trying to revolutionize
the se-1,:lnco of management, and we are never going to
be in any business school case book as an outstand-
ing example of a very clever operation. But from a
human level, it is a lot more fun:57

'Klien asked what educational experiences since his college days

Ilad Seen most useful, the chief operating officer of a multinational

corporation replied:

lw,u things. Extensive reading of all types of
business publications and contact with people.

I make an effort to go to business meetings where
I can meet people and hear their philosophies and their
problemsand sometimes you learn more over a drink.
You learn about people. You respect and exchange
ideas with them.

In my particular case, I have been able to travel
a lot. It has been Itery useful to mo toet am under-
standing of how people do things all over the world.

Y.:n.1 learn from necole that Vol: work with and you
cslearn a lor about neomie who work for You.

A,td another coc-pany 171E2d ,grphasized what he considered the cen-

tral in^ortanee peop-e-orientedness in the seleatiom c executives in

s tlganication.

A perstn in t:lis company has not d. it w-ithout
a sensitivit for the human element. It will not be

w7:o has 71= -rc-ughhod over peomle. If they
;ch,a, th.v wculd gcc be here....

-t.

--sespondent

5?F.espondent
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An even more forceful statement of this point of view was made

by the top executive of another firm, a man who had spent his entire

professional career with the same company.

We have 33,000 people. I know 15,000 to 20,000
of thtm. I was with t.the company) for 42 years. I've

worked in New Orleans, Houston, etc. I worked in a
lot of places. You get to know a lot of people, all
the people in the Bay Area. You have to know your
people. "Who was responsible for this idea when it
was developed?" is a question I always ask. The people
thing is terribly important.b0

I nave been what I would call a people-rierted
person, and I thihk this si ot it led me into gen-
eral -Lanagenent.

I think there are certain kinds of people, ex-
tremely capable technically, who are not very capa-
1;le in terms of personal contaci:. Some are personaliy
ibrasive. But I en'oy this, and I think I have al-
ways had good rapport with the people with whom I
work.

You have to work through other people. And if
you can': work with other people, you are all hy
-.:-ourself. The days aren't loi g. enough for one mao.
to do 't al1.61

Nor did :he in:er-:iewees simply- equate peop17-or1entedness with

liking people. As one of the renondents no..de clear, it also involves

seeing :Hem for what :hey a:e, with th-' streths as well as their

weaknesses.

I think the suL_t_,-,, of onit- k...o.n7any) -..d11 be the

re-:en:ion of a people-orientation. (This) ..oness is
oersonal. P:ople on Not SCrviCe in :he

scnse of .F teleDnone conoany or any of Jhe utli-
ties, Oecause 'ust with cn it-ornhous oass.

OC) esp-:.nient

.2-'-3esoonien:
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The utilities haven't produced a good personality,
almost ever. That is part of their problem. That is
why they are catching it. Because they dehumanize
it.

We are going to make this a company of highly
individualized individ,tals.62

Later in the interview, the same executive volunteered his frank

assessment of one enployee who had "impeccable academic credentials,"

but was nevertheless a disappointment because:

He is a 7.1., will always be a boy. He will
never be a 1., works on the shadow, always
dealing with ,:e He, himself is an appear
ance. He is tli; reaity. I don't know where his
education went. I think he could still play it back.
I think it is still there, but it never got in his
gizzard."

62Respondent 29.

"Ibid.
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of eff,?ctive communication. See Table 14.

TABLE 14

IMPORTANCE TO EXECUTIVES OF COMMUNICATION SKILLS

Absolute Relative
titude Frequency Frequency

(Percent)

mportant 1 7

importance 2 13

important 12 BO
TOTAL 15 Tdd

A cross.-tabulation of the data in Table 14 with the data regard-

ttitudes toward management training programs, Table 9, was statisti-

significant within a confidence level of .01. It is inferred that

is a relationship between a strong commitment to management traiaing

ams and attitudes of executives regarding the importance of develop-

ommunication skills. Cross-tabulations using the chi squLre analysis

the other data did not show any other statistically significant corre-

ns.
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One of the respondents, quoted in the previous section on the

subject of oronization cicelopment, also indicated in the course of those

remarks how important a factor in management he regarded the matter of

communication between managers and employees. 64 Several other executives

similarly stressed the ability to communicate as an essential aspect of

successful management.

One chief executive officer, whose company has neitner a manage-

ment development, nor an organization development prog-am, and who was

particularly concerned about establishing rapport with his associates,

offered the following frank aOmission:

I think I am a damned good communicator. The
only thing is some of my associates don't listen very
well.

The key to the whole field of communications is
a fascinating thing to me. I spent a lot of time in
foreign countries and one of the curious things to me
is that I don't have any more trouble communicating
with a Japanese businessman than I think I do with
one of my American associates. I am speaking more of
the spoken word. It has always been intriguing to
me that you can sit down and talk with a man in bro-
ken English and really because of the intensity with
what you have to concentrate on and the simplicity
with which I try to express myself in those instances,
the communication is frequently better than with an
American.

I don't think there is any problem in getting
an interchange of ideas. I do think thore is some
problem in, some diffidence on the part of some of
my associates or subordinates in volunteering ideas
because I think I probably have a little bit of an
aura of stand-offishness that they are unwilling to
test.

64Respondent 4.
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Each of them will probably tell you that they
will not have any problem coming to me with things
that they are uncomfortable with or that I don't
want to hear. And, God knows I hope that is the
case: But I am still not sure that each of them
will tell you that there is an open gateway as it
really should bc.

I don't cultivate (people) and, which they don't
understand, I would prefer it that way. I am not
much of a socialJzer with business people. I gen-
erally tend to be the other way. And yet, I have no
problem sitting down and having a guy tell me he
doesn't think what I am doing is right. There is a
very understandable reluctance on their part to phrase
issoes that I. would negatively be reacting to or
perhaps I would be sensitive about.

I guess all of us have a certain tendency net
to want to hear bad things. I think I have a rea-
sonable ability to handle it, but I am not sure that
I have been able to convey that in a way to these
people quite as freely as it should be.

It is a great gift to get people to come out
without getting it to a point where it is counter-
productive."

Another corporate president expressed his own personal concern

about improving his subordinates' ability to communicate in writing.

I edit letters here a mile a minute. They (sub-
ordinates) send me copies of letters that they have
written. I work them up with a better way to say it,
in my opinion. I send the letters back, and thev
agree that it is riht or a better way to say it.

SO, i AM 'onstantly !rving to help my fellows as
fast As I can ',ec,tuse I don't have that many .;ears
left. I am not the Second Coming; but I have an obli-
gation to others because others took the time to teach
me.66

65Respondent 27.

"Respondent 29.
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The president of one technically oriented company suggested:

I guess if I have one conviction that relates to
success in business or in life generally, it i. that
people ought to develop communicative skills. I think
it is unfortunate today that the written communication
skills an: below their proper standards when students
get into high school. It is my feeling that an indis-
pensable part of any curriculum in business, or anything,
should be a reasonable amount of speech and other cvurses
that can be arranged to teach people how to write.6.

Two top level executives with legal backgrounds had the follow-

inz ohservations aboot the importance of precise 3nd skilled communica-

tions in the business world:

I think one of the great disasters, and something
that is so widespread, is the lack of ability of people
to communicate and also the ability to think.

You can't think without words. Most people really
don't learn to read and to write and to deal with the
logical tools of thought, which are words. So that is
one reason a liberal education is important. A legal
education is important because there, observing the
mysteries of language, words mean what you say. With
the typical advertising approach or the typical "man
on the street" approach, you kind of know how he feels
about something, but not very accurately. In a sense,
you know he is for or against something, but you don't
know why or how much.

So, let me stress the importance of the ability
to use words. You can't handle your own thoughts right
if you don't know the difference beiween good, pretty
good, excellent, fantastic. Most people say fantas-
tic when they mean pretty good.

Many students come out of college and they still
don't know how to use language."

67ReIpondent 30.

68Res.nondPnt 3.
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There is a general lack in the use of the English
Janguage. It is in every communication, both written
and oral. I think I am grounded fairly well in it.
I am a bug on clear writing, whether it be legal or
whatever.

!%nother aspect of it is public appearance and
formal speech-makirn; which is different now with news
conference:3 and TV talk shows.

For anyone who wants to go very far in the cor-
porate hierarchy, it is important to have that under-
-;tanding of the news media and a u-ounding in public

-aking. I would have enioyed having more public
. I ,.ias thrust into it as a lawyer."9

65P 9oncent 26.
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CHAPTER 11

INFLUENCE OF ANOTHER PERciUN

11-1,q-e is no consistency in the pat7:ern of the respondents' back-

grounds;. They were born and grew up ía different aas of the country.

A few came from families wealth and social pc';ition. The majority,

however, descri' theselves as produ:As of thc Creat Depression, poor

boys who had to maLe it more or less their ova. Many of them, how-

ever, PN-cdily acknowledged he help personaly, as well as professionally,

of other p,:ople. Fourteen of he 30 respo,uleats discussed and reflected

on the iml.ortant part Cnat h had played at different times

in the:r -vet>. There were COMMOMF about parents, classmates, business

and profession7.1 associates and role models of one kind or another.

Most of these influences respondents saw as having been beneficial.

A few were v ,.a2d as the cppesitc.

The respondents Lltrospected a good deal about the people from

whom they h(' receive0 -cansel and guidance. The following comments

wc:.e. made 1v rae me e_ at different times during the interview

mnd show cy wily deep :ppreciation of his parents as well as a

number of busines assciates.

! was nased by a family that had very deep ethi-
cal who were very bright activists in their
own ways, both rl mother and my father. My father
wr a prominent businessman and very active in cui-

7 8
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tural and governmental agencies. My moiher was ex-
traordinarily active in charitable works and things
of that sort. And we had a household where there
was a great love, an effect which gave your ego
stability.

The home life is an important aspect.

. . . these five gentlemen (bosses at differ-
ent times) all had a very substantial impact on my
training. I was very fortunate to have every one
of them. They were superb people. They were all
uniformly ethical, uniformly bright, and they each
of them had particularly outstanding qualities.
Over and above the general qualities, they had
breadth. I learned from that first gentleman, and
he also became my last boss. He had a great sensi-
tivity about haw to have open communications, and
he had 3 great way of organizing his thinking about
problems. The second boss I had, the executive vice
president, was a brilliant negotiator and a chess
player. He was a very great forwakJ thinker, and
I learned a great deal from him and this entrepre-
neur who had built his own business. I learned a
great deal about entrepreneurial thinking and how
you really started a new business. This fourth man
was also an excellent entrepreneur. The final boss
gave me a certain toughness. He was really a very
kind soul, but he gave me a great insight into how
you tune in to important issues.7°

A small-town boy who is now president and chief operating officer

of a major, high technology company spoke fondly of two teachers who were

particularly important to him:

I grew up in a small school community with 15
students in our high school graduating class. A
teacher in my high school convinced my parents and
me that it would be useful for me to go to a junior
college in Chicago where he had gone. We still are
very good friends. He taught math and science. He
made a turn in my life after the service. I had an
athletic scholarship lad he convinced me it would
be the wrong thing !Tor me to do. He encouraged me
to get into the a-wiemic area, which I did.

70Respondent 20.
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Also, I lived with a professor at Northwestern
in their home and I worked for my room and board. He

was head of the economics-history department. Both
he and his wife were extremely fine people, and he
helped me a great deal. This has influenced us (my
wife and me) to encourage one of our children, a
daughter, to nttend Colorado College, a small college,
where she has individual contact with her teachers
there.

The contact between student and professor is
essential. To develop personal friendships, tc have
someone with whom they can communicate about lifel
and also from a career standpoint, is fantastic.71

A corporate president whose educational background was in econom-

ics and sociology was fortunate to hoqe landed a job with a company whose

founder had a global view of people as dell as economics and societal

structures.

I found a ver.) exciting home in (the company).
It was headed by the founder who was Murray Lincoln,
president of the Cooperative League. He was also
founder and the first president of CARE (world re-
lief organization). He was a man who could really
get to a person like me who wanted to find something
in the business world that meant something.

He took the younger men, who he thought were
the coming executives in the head organization, and
saw to it thLt most of us got a company-paid trip to
Europe for three or four weeks. The objective was
not fun and games, but It was to realize'what was
happening in the world. POople were doing things
differently. They were recovering from World War
II. T went over in the mid-50's for three weeks.
He saw to it that the company's top officers went.
We had two day trips also to the U. N. to meet with
some of the delegates to see what was happening in
the world. This tied in my educational experience
in the company.72

71Respondent 30.

71-Reslondent 23.
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Othr respondents recounted similar experiences that had con-

tributed to their personal and professional development. The intervi.ewees

seemed anxious, indeed, that the role of such influences be recognized

and the people in question given due credit.

9 2



CHAPTER 12

SHY-DISCIPLINE

There was also no spe:Afic question asked during the interviews

as to the respondents' behavior patterns, work habits or personal phi-

losophy. Yet, 16 of the 30 executives brought up the subject and talked

about the importance of self-dl.scipline. They generally regarded the

ability to be self-disciplined as not only desirable but absolutely

necessary for success as an executive. Self-discipline, as they saw it,

was integrally related to tArong motivations and determination to succeed

through achievement and competition.

One top executive hnd this to say on the subject:

Work hard, work smarter, work efficiently. Don't
worry about the tomorrows. Do what you can do well.
. . . Have your hand out for more responsibility.

Every key executive has to be willing to make
sacrifices. A lot of people are smart but won't
make sacrifices.73

Aliother respondent explained his total dedication to the devel-

opment and manufacture of a new product with a major company that sub-

sequently failed for reasons over which he himself had no control.

73Respondent 15.

82
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In a tvo-year period working seven days a week,
24 hours a day, I slept in the office and built new
divisions, and built and built to make a quality
product. However, as we were working on one end of
the patient, the other end died.74

And another company president gave the following forceful and

candid stctement of his personal work ethic and determination to compete,

achieve, anJ get the job done.

I am naturally comwtitive and I don't like to
see people with indifference or incompetence arro-
gating themselves to positions to which they have
less entitlement.

After explaining that management was understaffed:

I got here before 7:30 a.m. Three-fourths of
thiE floor was here before I was. I left last
night at 7:30 p.m. z.nd I worked until midnight the
day before.

Another example of stubborn determination:

I think physical health is important. It turns
out, and I don't know why, I can drink one hell of
a lot more than a lot of people. I also smoke too
much. I take constant physicals. It fractures the
doctors about why I don't somehow fall on my ass or
my liver doesn't get stuck. I don't work out. That
is all part of the success in business. You can work
a guy too hard and he is not ihere next week. But T.

have got to be there next week. I have got to have
determination. There is no substitute.7D

To be in a job 1ik,2 this, you can't let othr
things interfere with that. The company has got to
come first. There must be a willingness to sacrifice
for the job and for the company and that means total
dedication. You -an't have your mind on social_ac-
tivities if you ore going to run a big company.'6

"RespondeLt 22.

75Respondent 29.

76Resprnlent 21.
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I have a deep belief, a religious belief as well,
that all of us should be expected to use our talents
to the fullest exten'_. If one has been fortunate to
have been given some reascnable talents, you should
try to train them as effevely as possible. After
you have done your best-, Thouldn't worry about
Ehings.77

77Respondent 20.
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CHAPTER 13

ETHICS AND SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

Without being asked about it, 25 of the 30 interviewees expressed

their commit,ent to a high standard of ethical 1;ehz:vior and social re-

sponsibility. They talked about their parti.:ipltion in a broad range of

service activities. And they candidly expressed their views about present-

day American society and how it might be improved. tll seemed concerned

about the country's future and the well-being ot generations to come.

The only cross-tabulation of data that statistically approached

significan.:e near the .05 level was the chi square analysis of data

comparing those executives who i'4scussed their ethical commitments and

those who also discussed the importance of being a well-rounded executive.

If there is a real relationship, it might be inferred that those who

advocate the importance of being a well-rounded execattive are more apt

also to be influenced by the importance of identifying ethical commt-

ments of b oss.

rue executives interviewed in0;..ated that they teurded it as

part of their responsibillt'; to serve on the boarez of directors of

other componies, on hospital boards, and as trustees and advisors of

local scho:A districts, colleges, and universities. They were leaders

in other orgarizations as well, ranging from the Boy Scouts to the local

philharnoric scclety.

9 6
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Several top executives expressed concern that the educational

system is not doing the jobs they believe it should be:

Any broad indictment has an immediate exception
but society has turned to academia to play a role.
The socio-economic system has failed us--radicalism,
ultra-liberalism. The schools have a preoccupation
with causes and theories. There is no leadership,
no motivation. That is, their primary function is
scholarship and to teach, not to be a political force,
not to take a radical. course. They don't view their
role as teachers any longer. They have failed soei-
ety in general. The pressure is on education to re-
define what their role is.78

Another executive who questioned society's changing values and

the role of the educational !,ystem had this to say:

I am glad to participate in this. And, any time
you want me to tell you what I think is wrong with the
educational system, I will be glad to.

I really think that education has to adjust a
little more to the needs of society that we live in.

There are prime problems in the teachers' under-
standing of how people feel and why the criminal is a
criminal and why we ignore the victim.

Why are we so much worried of the relatively
minor things in college, when we live in a society
where we have machines that need fixing and design-
ing; We will not go back to a rural, semi-primitive
existence. We are going to go on and obviously life
,ill get better, certainly more meaningful, certainly
from the standpoint of people being able to do things
that they really want to do. They should do them
easier. We should be able to do a great deal to
allevatc pcverty through the use of technology.

t. the most serious considerations of the
presen: 1.ogy and conservation movement is that we
are stopping industrial growth and development. It is
really through industrial growth and development that
we make job opportunities at the bottom of the pyramid

78Respondent 22.
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so that people can move out of the lowest areas of
so(Aety. Thef;e are the things that we have in the
backs of cur mihds--to run the business and make a

good record and a Frofitable enterprise. We also
think in terms c. Will.ue contribute to the over-
all nrogress of sjciety?"

In talking dr_out the role of business in society, some executives

were dismayed at the geheral lack of understanding of the American economic

system ami, especially, the function of profit.

Sometimes I hear people ask me: Why do we have
to make a profit? I really don't understand how
;)eople don't understand this. V.nfit will make
expansion, a higher standard of living, more jobs,
et cetera.

have 25,000 7eopJe employed in the company.
Profit is not sacrileglous 80

I am appalled at the low level of economics
teaching from the grade school right through the uni-
versity, and part1cular1 appalled with the business
schools. What I am really saying, I think there is
a horrible ignorance of how the marketing economy
works. And, I am pretty well convincei that the
professors either don't know how it works or just
don't choose to talk about it. They would rather
talk about more idealiF.tie things that they are tainted
towards and there is very little talk about the Ameri-
can economy and what makes it tick. Lots of tech-
niques and lots of research procedures of how you
measure that without really understanding the total
concept. It is a criticism of the entire educational
system. A lot of people should understand this who
will never be sitting in this chair.

We try to support some of these programs and do
you know that it is practically impossible to find a
school that you can feel comfortable with that teaches
the basic American economic system. And, I will not
support those who are the antagonists.81

79Res ondent 16.

80Respondent 18.

81Respondent 19.
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A chief excutive officer whose reputation for long-range plan-

ning is well-known among other corporate executives explained that one of

the first things he did when he was recruited from outside the company to

be the president was to determine the company's business objectives and

social and ethical responsibilities.

What we did when I first came here was to ask:
What sort of business are we in? What sort of funda-
mental objectives should we have? What are the ethics
of our business? What are the issues on the quality
of our products?

We started off by merely saying our corporate
purpose is to have a growing profit and a reasonable
rate of return. We think that is really the purpose
in society today for the American corporation. We
said that, however, this stool was still supported by
three logs: (1) you had to achieve to find people
who were properly motivated and reasonably paid;
(2) you had to haw! good financial support, and
(3) a team sense of social responsibility with re-
gard to all those with whom you deal. This is not
just your shareholders, not just your community, not
just alr and water pollution; it is all of the people
who are customers, and it is all with whom you deal.
When you put this together, this will give you your
prime reason for operating.

We put a booklet together whicil expressed our
broad, long-range philosophy. And then, we have
worked very hlrd in developing long-term strategic
quality goals and long-term strategic quantity goals.82

The approach to social responsibility through developing written

corporate goals and objectives is not limited to the case cited above.

Other respondents referred to similar efforts on their part.

One of the interviewees had moved through the company ranks from

coal miner, to engineer, to management and ultimately to the position ,f

chief executive officer. During his rise in the company, he commuted once

82Respondent 20.
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a week to night school, 90 miles away from his place of work. He (lid

this for years, until he received his college degree. Today, hir; company

is involvec: in Industries and technologies that confront special environ-

mental problems. His own business career has been marked by exceptional

achievements. The following are some of his thoughts on the role of tech-

nology, problems of ecclomics, government regulations, and education, and

the future of society.

I favor the engineers because they dial in ideas
4nd Jeal in doing things. Nothing happens without
having an engineer with a real fertile mind. I lean
to this and I abhor the idea of going over increased
regulations as to how they can beat them, That, to me,
is not really constructive. Yet, if I were a young
person today, I wouA have to recognize that that is
where you are going to start off. I think there has
to be more emphasis on the regulations in the business
schools.

What I am concerned about is not doing the job
itself, but the different external things. Of the
ten most important things I am worried about today,
nine of them were not on the list 15 years ago.

And you think differently today. You are deal-
ing always with the problems of environmental control,
pollution of the air and water; and getting throvgb
these regulatory bodies is a big part of the job.
Now the reason I say that is that I run a big com-
pany, as a lot of people do today, and the thing that
distresses me are the things that are not being done
in the country. The justification any chief executive
officer c.ri produce today is that "we would do this but
there are regulations here, there are regulations
there, we have got to deal with this or that, and the
ancertainty of the money market_ . ." you can make all
kinds of reasons why you shouldn't do anything. It is
the easiest thing in the world te do.

The biggest problem for curtailing activities is
that costs are going up at the rate of nine percent and
at the same time, unemployment is going up. Now, we
have gone through all these problems in economics and
people say when there are problems of oversupply,
prices shouldn't rise. In a classical theory that
may be right. But when we are locked in where we had
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wage and price controls, now we have contracts that
tie the wages in with the cost of living index; wages
go up, volume goes down. All we can do is strive to
get more efficiency because labor is more of cur costs.
We have to get by with less labor.

During the period of the 50's and bO's, we went
through intensive programs of industrial engineering
studies that. related the output of the machine and
direct labo: and that is probably as efficient as
we can get. Now we are concentrating on how you re-
duce the indirect labor. The young people who will
bk:come engineers, lawyers, accountants, and econo-
mists and want a job in private enterprise will find
the opportunity is becoming less and less and less
and more demanding.

Thia is very distressing, at a time when we
ought to be expanding and doing more things and
creating more. What I am saying is that the answers
to these problems that are being presented by the
environmentalists lies in additional technology, not
In reduced technology.

Ouestion: My last question is: In view of the
discussion we have had, do you feel there is some
other question I should have asked?

R,?spondent: I think you start coming very close
to the problem when you ask: What is the educational
format chat you feel you ought to have to handle the
job of the chief executive officer.

It might take a little work but ask the business-
man what are the most pressing problems today, and he
would relate to you the things about energy, environ-
ment, consumer problems, the tax initiative that is
coming up (in California), all of these problems.
And, if you went back to the same man and asked him
about the things that concerned him most when he took
the job ten years ago, you will find out how much the
problems have changed. The educational system has got
to change, then. I am not so sure that the educational
system has changed as rapidly as it should to con-
dition people for this.

The problem is that people do not understand
nusiness. That is one of the problems of the business-
man--to try to tell people what it is, how it works.
We get branded for all the problems of society.

10 1
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Everyone wants to be critical, but I am sure
people don't want to revert to less. We have to
continue to look for the answers in additional tech-
nology and I agree that a hell of a lot of basic
research has got to go into that.83

The interviewees' comments on ethics and social responsibility

reported thus far in this section have focused on corporations generally,

their pu!)lic and society as a whole.

Words like ethics, integrity, morality, and other normative

terms came up most frequently when the resporv'ents spoke of the criteria

for the selection of their own successors. The subject of management

succession fcllows later in this report. Here, howevr, are several

comments regarding individual ethics that were made in other connections

in the course of the interviews:

You look for integrity. You don't want someone
who is going to cperate without moralizy or with im-
moral standards.84

Character and integrity are extremely important.
In a very tough, competitive environment with a lot
of pressure to produce a good return on Investment,
the opportunities to bend the rules whether in the
financial end or not, is something you've got to
watch. There is pressure to do that today. We read
a lot about the issue of bribery overseas. Where is
the line?

Question: What is the difference between that
and a consulting fee?

l:espondent: Precisely. These are ethical ques-
tions. There is pressure on the legal front. I would
look for someone who can be objective, cpn be honest
and recognize the need to play it straight.85

83Respondent 7.

84Respondent 27.

85Respondent 5.
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To me, schools should train people in attitudes.
Shape their philosophies toward everythingtoward
business, toward ethics, morals, and other topics.86

Integrity is number on.a. He (chief executive
officer) has got to have it and let people know that
he has it. This involves many things: conristency
of action, providing security, a climate to grow and
make mistakes. This all gets involved with integrity.
Build up the confidence that other people have in him.
io many, this is one thing wrong with business today.87

People representing the organiza:ion should be
of high moral character. 88

* * *

In our decentralized way of operating, a decision
in Nashville makes an important impact on our image.
It is very important to everybody. He (the manager)
must be a good citizen. Each manager is on his own
and you (as chief executive officer) are taking a risk
in a hihgly decentralized organization.89

86Respondent 22.

87Respondent 9.

8811spondent 30.

89Respondent 18.
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SECTION I II

EXECUTIVES ' RECOMMENDATIONS
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CHAPTER 14

SUGGESTIONS FOR COLLEGE PROGRAMS

In response to the interview question concerning what type of

undergraduate education they would recommend to young people planning

to embark on a career leading to top management positions, more than half

the respondents advised some kind of general or liberal arts program.

summary of 44 multiple responses of the 30 respondents is shawl in Table

15 below:

TABLE 15

SUMMARY OF EDUCATIONAL ADVICE

Advice Offered
Absolute
Frequency

Relative
Frequency

General (LibPral

(Percent)

Arts) 17 39

Good school 3 7

Major in anything 7 16

Science 3 7

MBA 9 20

Other 5 11
TOTAL 44 100

In the views of the respondents as a whole, there was clearly

no one ieeal program for all would-be executives. Most of the inter-

94
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viewees, moreover, were careful to qualify their recommendations with

the proviso that the key considerations were the interests and situation

of the particular individual.

Counseling

Twenty-nthe of the 30 senior executives indicated that they

had in fact advised young men and women as to career and educational

choices. And all emphasized the importance of understanding and in-

specting the individual young person's inclinations, aspirations, and

st.age of personal development. Here are some of the typical statements

on the matter:

I do talk to a lot of young people at 18. At
that age, most have not made up their minds about
what they really want to do. When they are in that
position, it is pretty nice for them to get those
general courses so that they have same idea of what
the world has to offer. They have to find primarily
the thing that they like.

The thing that I tell them all is: Don't just
say you want to become president of General Electric
or a stockbroker because that's where you make the
money. That is a sure road to ruin. You had better
find out what you like. Somehow or other, if you
are good enough end if you persist, the rewards will
come. It doesn't have to be some star that you have
glanced at recently. There are many, many cppor-
tunities.

You may not become a millionaire, hut you may not
either if you decide to become president of General
Motors. My key theme is that whatever you get en-
grossed in, you like. If youdon't like it, it is
an uphill battle all the way.90

Too ma,y people say: "I am here now. What am
I going to do now? What school should I go to now?"
It is largely immaterial as to where to go.

90Respondent 19.
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One of my sons is majoring in girls. One is a
pre-med major.

Your base should be liberal arts, possibly. I

think certain courses should be taken.

Taste of everything on the table and then based
upon the test, you express your interest. Before you
have, to decide is a vicarious way of doing it. You
will never taste it all then. You will have missed
opportunities. It is no great thing if at 18 you don't
decide. I don't recommend deciding until the middle
30's. I still don't know what I want to do with the
rest of my life. It didn't bother my career for hav-
ing delayed from what I was going to do.91

Th first thing I ask is: Is it their idea or
their dad's? I try to probe as to what their inter-
ests are. What turned them on? What would be satis-
fying to them? Probe pretty strongly on that. I
believe in that (questioning)a good deal.

If a person were interested in a business career,
then I would try to talk about the types of functions
and try to get a feeling again to validate if the per-
son really has an idea or they are just groping. Try
and relate to what their interests might be. If there
are none that are identifiable, then have them talk to
some professionals in counseling and maybe do some
testing and try to find out where their skills and
interests might be.92

You have to know the person. 'f one goes back
to fundamentals, probably the objective in life should
be self-fulfillment, meaning the best potential use
of one's talents. You have to be honest about your-
self as to what the talents are that can be nurtured
through education and finally lead into various types
of activities.

91Respondent 15.

92Respondent 10.
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It is a ,Afficult spot to be placed in. I have
done this on a number of occasions. First you try
and spend enough time with the ierson to understand
in some way their personalAty. For example, I might
ask questions in relation to sports. It gives you an
insight as to whether they like team sports or indi-
vidual. sports. It relaxes them. It gives insight as
to would they be happy in a big company. You find
their value system. And, therefore, you cannot really
generalize.

You see certain ways his mind works Look for
logical patterns or lack of interest in th:ings com-
mercial. If you begin to explore, you find many
things. Business is many things and vastly challeng-
ing. People can reach professional excellence in
business. Our general counsel is a vice president;
and she is a fine lawyer, but she is in business,

One first has to know the individual and also
know enough about business to recognize that it is
multi-faceted. You would try to tailor the remarks
to the individual. You might end up in trying to
tailor a program with more liberal arts if you ul-
timately see a salesperson. But you might see a
lawyer. It does .infold as you get more exposure.
';ou tend to grow yourself. And sometimes, something
that has not been easilx perceived as a talent be-
comes a greater talent.3

I enjoy doing this. I think for the mo..:t part
they haie been very eager and btight-eyed outsiders
and they are interested in knowing about the people
in business. I enjoy talking to them. I get them
to understand that we don't all wear horns and we are
not all out to gouge the public and consumers. I have
urged many of them by saying: "Look, if you don't
like the system, get in there and change it. I'm
not going to be here forever;91'm wearing out." We
are looking for young people.

93Respondent 20.

94Respondent 9.
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Undergraduate Education

As there is no uniformly accepted and precise definition of

"liberal arts" and "general education," among educators, so there was

none among the interviewees. Generally, however, they appeared to under-

stand these terms to represent all studies that were not scientific,

technical or narrowly professional.

Cross-tabulation of the educational backgrounds of the execu-

tives interviewed compared with their recommendations as to a liberal

arts education versus technical preparation was not significant. As a

group, the respondents favored a liberal arts orientation for those con-

sidering careers as executives.

Respondents from scientific or technically oriented companies

suggested that if someone were interested in an industry with a special-

ized technology, it would be advisable to major in engineering or science

as an undergraduate and add an MBA degree later.

Question: What should he major in in college?

Respondent: That would depend on a Young man.
If he has a really scientific bent, I recotmend that
he go in the scientific line and then decide where
his focus is or should be.

If he makes applicatio^ into inActry mlA as
such will be dealing with people or supervising people,
he must broaden himself. If he is interested in re-
search, stay right there and get the missile to the
moon and go on to advanced scientific courses. Broad-
eninz himself means getting himself into a business
school.

don't care if the next president of this com-
pany comes from a good technology background or an
accounting background or labor relations or what. We
don't think that is important. I think he should have
something solid. Ee either ought to know (our tech-
nology) or finance, accounting, marketing or sales.
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Then, he gets the expertis42 and then he gets the broad
business background. I feel strongly about this. Find
your place in the company and then get broadened.95

Another senior executive of a high technology company made essen-

tialiy the same pof.nt:

First I would determine if they have or do'not
have skills in the science and math areas. If they
(skills) are good, then that area offers plenty of
opportunities. I would recommend a combination of
basic engineering and business training for manu-
facturing operations. A degree in only one area is
not so good.

If they show no particular ability to handle
science--straighter business kind of background, such
as retailing, banking, et cetera. In our field, in
the whole broad range of manufacturing, if you have
a technical background, it is a big help.96

When the respondents discussed liberal arts programs, their em-

phasis was on the broadening aspect of education. They aevertheless

frequently suggested specific courses they believed should be included,

refgarcilless of the particular college major.

Question: What might you recommend if they
weren't interested in high technology?

Respondent: I would recommend a good liberal
arts background. Select a program which includes
enough electives to fill in with finance and economics
and take some real meaty courses in math and physics.
A lot of liberal arts students avoid science like a
plague. At least take the elementary courses in
science, physics, and math.

Questicn: V.hat does it buy you?

95Resp:ndent 9.

9 ='espondept 3.
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Respondent: An understanding of the civilization
in which you live. The role of technology, an under-
standing of the technology is important to understand-
ing the liberal arts.97

The views about education of an executive who has beer. out of

school for 30 years are bound to be different from those held when he

was a student. The introspective observations of one of the senior

executives interviewed shows the effects of time and maturity on tile way

a person thinks about the planning of an undergraduate education program.

As a technical person, I think I was not prepared
to take the social sciences. Yhe purposes for taking
them were not very well understood at the time, and
they were a chore and a bore rather than something
that ought to be broadening.

I think that most students who were oriented into
the math-science prograr were ill-at-ease in the his-
tory and other social science courses. I think it is
in the people-area of interest that was difficult.
But, I would hopr that there would be a challenge to
meld it all together and make it into something more
meaningful because I feel that I have a real vacuum
in history and other social sciences.

There should be more liberal arts, even in a tech-
nical area. But, you do run out of time. A techni-
cal program is very time-consuming. Maybe there is a
program of liberal arts for technical students.

Uben an engineer goes into a history class and
competes with a history major, he isn't going to have
a very satisfying experience. Uhat you do about it,
I really don't know. I found I was poor competition
and, likewise, if they should come into a math class,
they would be ill-at-ease. They were not forced to
take math, but I was forced to take social science.98

Several of the respondents actively participate on advisory

councils to various business schools and are aware of wbat is currently

available compared with the curricula offered 20 and 33 years ago.

97Respondent 12.

"Respondent 6.
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There is a pretty good package today. I think
it needs to be pushed around a little bit. But, there
is a basic core program that I think is a good program.
And the efforts that I see in some of these Echools
is great, at Cal and Stanford. The thing that I see
is that they are more and more allowing students to
take a broader approach. I am very supportive of this
combined degree program as a concept, such as an MBA
and economics major. I think that is great. A better
package is available today. There is also letter coun
seling and, of course, there had been none.-9

9Q-ResDont
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CHAPTER 15

SEQUENCE OF EDUCATION AND WORK EXPERIENCE

Education and Work Sequence

Respondents were asked if they advocated taking a break in the

formal education process or if young people should go straight through.

Table 16 shows that the 28 replies of 30 respondents were approximately

evenly divided on the issue.

TABLE 1,

EDUCATION AND WORK EXPERIENCE SEQUENCE

Absolute Relative
Attitude Frequency Frequency

(Percent)

No break in education 12 43

Take a break 14 50

Take a break, if technical 1
,_ 7

TOTAL 28 130

Most of those who recommended taking a break in the formal educa-

tioa process believed that it should occur after collee and before grad-

uate school and that its primary purpose should be to tet work ernerience.

Evefl some of the respondents who felt a break was generally not a -

visable qualified their answers in regard to young persons who mieht need

mcre maturity before coatinuing on to graduate sch-ol. In the view of
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several of the executives interviewed, the lessons to be learned from

work experienoes were absolutely essential. These respondents ex-

pressed strongly negative attitudes toeard inexperienced MBA graduates

who aspired to move directly into the executive suite. (See footnote

53.)

Start out in the engine r(Jom, in the bowels of
the ship. So many of today's people want to start
out in the executive suite. They want to meet all
tha important people. They get the cart before the
horse. Start out learaing something about the grunt
work. Get out there in the shop and get your fingers
greasy. Get on the bloody production line. Learn
how to do something useful so that you are not a bur-
den to society. If you have anything on the ball,
you will pop up like a cork. This should be coupled
with an enlightened develepment program. Pick Cle
right kind of company. Build credentials that na
one can ever take away from you. Build on a solid
foundation. Don't be concerned about getting to a
salary level with no place to go. Some get themselves
at a salary where there is no foundation. Without
developing a background, it ends up in frustration.

Ninety percent of the students in graduate school
would be better off working.

TO3 many young people think that if they get
themselves highly educated at the beginning, they
will Fltart off at a hizher salary. Graduate school
should come after experience. Mature people should
go to school. You cannot put an old head on young
shoulders. 100

Another executive who mazie the same point vent on to emphasize

that even »ith a graduate degree, a quick road to the ter is by no means

assured. As vas the case with the previously quoted respondent, this

man spoke from personal experience; he himself had earned Hi= formal

edecation while working his way through many phases of the industry to

the thp of the organization hierarere:.

Respendent 22.
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Most of the people today that have gone to busi-
ness school come out with the idea of how they are
going to jockey their way up the organization path and
once they get there, they are looking for a quick road
to the top. And a lot of them make it that way. But,
on the other hand, we used to hire a hell of a lot of
Harvard Business Administration graduates. I don't
know of any of them that stayed in the company. We
hired a lot of them.

They all wanted to come in as assistant to the
vice president, then become vice president. The prob-
lem is they didn't know what they missed below that
level. And, of course, to me, the important thing is
that you ought to be able to get the broad training
if you want to be up there and lead.

I worked in a coal mine; I was a (union) card
carrier, and it was interesting to me to see how they
(miners) think. It helped me out a lot in subsequent
labor relations problems. I knew some of the guys,
and I knew when we were treading on some pretty sharp
rules that they weren't about to give in on.

I really feel this is missing and part of the
reason that it is is that those who have gone through
the Stanford Business School or Harvard don't want any
eart of this. They feel that they have arrived. They
hlve made it.

You haven't really arrived until you lock at your-
z;elf and say: "I enjoy the job. I don't care what
it is." You have to be able to develop an interest in
the 1.7:,rk and with the people you are dealing with.101

Some of the interviewees emphasized the value of a break in the

formal education process as a means of learning what one doesn't want to

do and of providing time for growing no.

A break l'etween high school and colleee does
Chem no good if they have no capabilities of doing
anything, unless vou want them to do like my son did.
Ee went to work cne summer in a cannery and after
that he stated that he knew the value of a college
education.

101Respondent 7.
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The Army did it for a lot of people. There is
some value of a break between college and graduate
school and I know, over at the business school at
Berkeley, they say their better students are those
who hive had a break because they have better direc-
tion and a little bit of experience which helps them
in their graduate work.1°2

If it had not been for World War II, after a
Bachelor's degree, while it did take four years out
of my life (the war), I would not be here today
(president of the company). I needed the break. Get-
ting out into the real world was important. I. saw

the technology in the servicc. I matured. If I had
left college and gone out and accepted a job and got-
ten the promotions in the first company to offer me
a job, I would not have had the broader experience
and opportunities.

were glad when the war was over and we had a
chance to start over. I started over at graduate
school. I would not have made it without the matur-
ing process this break provided.103

Another respondent indicated a special understanding of these

considerations as a rosult of his experiences with his own children:

It depends -.in the individual. I think for many,
a zreat part of it depends on their degree of maturity.
I think that some people need to go all the way through
and some need to co to work for a while to sort things
out.

I know the business schools favor people who have
experience in work situations.

One of my sons is a very mature young fellow and
I think it would have been almost improper for him to
have come to wmrk and then again back to school. One
of our sons went right through, including graduate
school. The other went to work after earning his bach-
elor's dezree. We didn't say a word about it. He

171,
--Respondent 11.

z.espondent :2.
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had to find out for himself at a considerable amount
of effort. He earned the money himself. He was
married. His wife worked and helped put him through.
They did it all themselves. If it had been handed
to him on a silver platter, it would have been a bust.
It was his effort and his money and his wife's effort.104

Several of the interviewees with legal backgrounds favored not

taking a break. They did, however, recognize that each case should be

evaluated on its own merits. As one respondent put it:

It depends a great deal on the maturity of the
individual. If he is able to do it, the sooner the
better. The delays that some people have for grow-
ing purposes or even for the military services doesn't
help unless one needs the time to mature enough to
succeed in the educational process.

Question: In youl case, did you go straight
through?

Respondent: I went to law school 12 months a
year and no military service.. As a result, I had
three or four years experience by the t:me many of my
college classmates were out of the military, trips to
Europe, and through either business school or law
school. I think that the head start helps.105

One interviewee, also drawing on his awn and his children's ex-

periences, went so far as tc recommend that a break be taken during the

undergraduate program.

After high school and two years of college, take
a year or so off. Do a third year overseas. Forget
about what you learn or what will be credited to your
record.

One of my sons took his third year in Lcmdon with
Stanford. He studied Dickens and the history of the
Common Market. Ee co..muted to London from a beautiful
mansion in the countryside where all the students lived.

13-LRespondent 6.

11115Resp3nde-1t
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None of these things will have any bearing on what he
will do. For that year of his being in Europe, no
college credit is necessary; however, he grew up.

I never traveled in my own early life, not by
choice. I did travel in the service, though.

To respond directly to your question: certainly
don't put four years of this and another two or three
years right in a row, and then three months off in
the summer. The whole philosophy of education is not
right. Take year off. Work.

Regardless of what they do, it is important that
my sons have some kind of experience out ia the real
world--getting away from the classroom.

I taught at Stanford. Most of the professors
are doing it strictly from their background. I could
spend an hour talking about the questions in the case
book that weren't asked.1°6

Another executive, about to face the same question with his own

children, was inclined to take the opposite position:

I have thought about the break because my own
children are ahout ready for college. I don't think
the break is good. If they want to tour Europe, I
don't know. I just think that it is a cop-out.

I would think that a program where they could go
to school, and where they could take a semester to
work in business and maybe do that three years out of
four would be invaluable for them to see some practi-
cal application of how you make some things happen.

I would recommend that they do it in a very small
business rather than go to work for (a large company)
and work in their accounting department. It would be
good if we could convince some small businesses to
accept some people like that. There are probably
son,e guys who are pretty smart today who are running
their small family businesses or $20 million businesses
who cam see things happen so fast. You get feedback
to your decisions very quickly. Sometimes, in a very

Netpoe"t
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large corporation, you might have to wait four or five
years to see whether that feedback will tell you if
you made the rit decision.

Question: You wouldn't recommend a break in the
formal education process unless it were where you could
get some work experience to get the whole picture? You

wouldn't do it for the travel?

Respondent: I am assuming that the person you
are giving the advice to really has their feet well
planted on the ground and that they know what they
want to do and they waut to get on with it. If they

want to go skiing for a vear,that is outside the ed-
ucational process.1"

In summary, while the respondents acknowledged tha considerations

involved, there was no consensus on whether a break in the formal educa-

tional sequence was advisable or not. All, however, appeared to agree

that the answer should depend on the particular young persos maturity

and other individual circumstances.

107Res?onc1en: 13.
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CHAPTER 16

CRITERIA FOR EXECUTIVE SELECTION

As another avenue for assessing their views of the significance

of formal educational preparation in their success as executives, the

interviewees were asked to discuss the criteria they would employ for

the selection of their own replacement. As their replies indicated,

about half the respondents' organizations had given the matter of man-

agement succession a good deal of thought. In at least 10 cases, de-

tailed policies and procedures had been developed regarding succession

to top management positions. See Table 17.

Category

TABLE 17

RESPONSES TO THE QUESTION REGARDING
A PLAN FOR EXECUTIVE SUCCESSION

Absolute Relative Adjusted
Frequency Frequency Frequency

(Percent of 30) (Percent of 22)

No plan E '-'-...,

General idea 4 11

Detailed plan 10 33

No response 8

TO7AL 30 100

36

"E

103

Several of the executives inter7iewed indicated acute personal

concern for the problem of management succession, pointing out how they
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themselves had been thrust into the corporate presidency and had unexpect-

edly faced awesome responsibilities.

Question: Let's assume you were looking toward
an early retirement and had the responsibility of
hunting for your own replacement. What kind of a
person would you look for to handle the position?

Respondent: He already works here. I hired him
for that purpose. I was keenly conscious of mortal-
ity when I took this job because my predecessor died
at his desk. He was conscious of it, too. That is
why he hired me.

We were organizationally thin and short-handed
and our reserves of people were used up, so we had
to hire another one as soon as possible. I hired a
person like myself from the same source, 's
Law Department. He was our financial vice president
and general counsel. Essentially, it was the same
job I had and I don't think he is quite ready to do
it now, but in another year or two, he should be able
to do the job as well as I can. It is not wry imagi-
nativei it puts one lawyer in here right after another
one.IOS

I am sitting in this :iob becauce of a disastrous
occurrence. I was the most obvious candidate after

's death. I had worked with him 18 houra a day
for some time. I would have muCh preferred to stay
where I was in the operational aspects. Deal-making
gets bcrinz.

I would not look to another company for a replace-
ment. I would do the best I could to see if there is
a person in this company.

My ;:ame plan is not to die with ny boots cm. I

want to do something other than chasinz after a Erubby
buck. I would like to do some foundation work, minority
invoivemenm, educational, cr go into business with my
kid.109

-Naspcen,

-139F.=namdent 7s.
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I doubt that I'd retire early. I've been with
one wife 30 years. She knows me very well. She knows
I have to be challenged, and she would not want me
around the house all day. I would drive her nuts.
You've heard the expression: She married me for bet-
ter or for worse, but not for lunch.

However, we should protect the company. I could
get shot by a jealous husband and the company would
be left in the lurch. I have attempted to properly
provide for a new person. This has happened to us in
other cases, and we had someone to fill the new spot.

The board knows that if I were hit by a truck
tomorrow, there is a man we could turn to. He has
never had any such verbal commitment, and I'd never
make it to him. It would be deadly to tell him, to
make a promise about any future job. I'm traininR
him and he knows it.11°

Every good executive knows where his replacement
is or a potential candidate for it. That is our sys-
tem. We advocate a management development program to
which we look all up and dow1.111

I am in that position now where I have got nine
years to go. I have an inventory of people, and I
have got a nirrIler one and a nomber two and I think
number two is going to be here eventually. This is
because I think he'll have the benefit of the nine
years to develop, if I don't get hit by a streetcar.
Number one is plateaued but right now he has more ex-
perience. Maybe five years fro= now, number one and
number rwo will look differently. They might not be
there. But that, to me, is an ongoing thing. I

shouldn't wait untfl one or twn years before my re-
tirement to look for mv successor. I have a respon-
sibility whether I am 38 or 42 cr 63 to have a plan
available to the hoard u-ith nry ideas to perpot=te a
chief emeoutive officer.112

110Respondent 22.

=Resnondent 15.
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The following is the comment of a chief executive officer who

himself was recruited from outside the company. Yet, he too, is con-

cerned about management's responsibility to develop a succession of

luaders from within the organization:

Hopefully, one wouldn't have to chair a committee
to go out and look for a person. Fundamentally, that
should be developed from within. Our board realizes,
should I drop dead torwrrow (I don't want to retire
tomorrow), we have a man who I feel is qualified right
now to take my place. We did not have that rerson a
while ago. He was with the company, but he didn't
have the breadth of experience that he has had for th,,
last five years.

We have three additional people that I tt-el over
time have very real possibilities of being chief ex-
ecutives.

What you try to do is build a group around you
that complements you. . . One will not find the in-
dividual that you think maybe has everything, so what
you try to do is bring along someone to complement

113you.

It is essential to have someone from within the
anization. Normally, the first alternative is to

loo m within. It takes ability to recognize what
you have.

Finding the best candidat r senior executive positions is

an important problem for all top management, whe the particular

organization has a formalized succession plan or not. In discus

C.e matter, the interviewees focused on three principal considerations:

113Respondent 20.

114Respondent 15.
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the importance of guarding against their own personal biases in the

selection of a successor, the circumstances and needs of the organiza-

tion at the time, and the qualifications of the available candidates.

The following are some of the respondents' comments regarding

avoidance of personal biases and taking into consideration the organiza-

tion's situation in the selection of a successor to the position of

chief executive officer. The respondents' views as to desirable and

necessary qualifications for this position are discussed later in this

chapter.

I have the same problem with that question as
all chief executive officers do; that is, the fatuous
and incorrect assumption that there is no one who so
uniquely embraces all of the competences that I have.
Given that, I think that corporations now are of the
size way beyond what business minds have been trained
to manage. I don't give a good damn what anyone says,
(a major oil company) and big banks are beyond the
comprehensic of the management. Then you go to some
kind of esoteric form, all kinds of committees oper-
ating, and then you are in a different ball game. You
don't know what is going on a3l the way down (the
organization). You think you know. You think you
have alert systems. Or management by exception and
the computer makes it possible to do, but it may not
be right. Valo the hell knows if he does it right
today? You can't manage with a single individual. So,

my answer would be that you need whatever you happen
to need at that point in time; and every point in time
is different. The guy who is right to the time when
I leave here, and I don't know when that is yet, could
be wrong for another time. You might need a guy who
is an accounting-type. You might need someone who is
management consultant oriented, or you might need a
great political figure.115

115Respondent 29.
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We don't have a line of succession. It depends
a lot on the state of the organization and the need
created by the absence of a particular person.

In some organizations you have a real rebuild-
ing job to be done, and it is pretty hard for some-
one completely disassociated from the industry to
come in and do that job, too. Without the team under-
neath him, it would be very difficult.

I can give you another example. Many times we
move a person into a functional area that is strange
to him, and you move him in at the top of it. It
may not be at the top of the company, but it is at
the top of an area. We feel pretty comfortable with
that kind of a move as long as he is a quick learner
and has demonstrated some basic talents and there is
a team below that is solid and can keep him from mak-
ing the kinds of mistakes that he would be free to
make.116

My natural reaction would be that he has to be
the kind of guy that fits the same kind of mold that
I perceive I am, the same qualities.

I think that number one, I would put somebody
in who had experience in this industry. That is sort
of like saying: I'm aboard and pull up the ladder;
because I didn't have any experience when I came
here. . .

Since coming into the presidency, I have brought
some people in here who had experience in this in-
dustry and of our business. I think it was essential.
You can introduce only a certain amount of change

.
1through an organization17

You have to pick the person who is best equipped
at this particular point in time in the social and
political climate that we are operating in. And, con-
sidering the affairs of the company at a particular

116Respondent 19.

117Respondent 13.
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time, who will do the best job. The description of
that -Individual varies from time to time. Sometimes
the whole project may be expansion. You get someone
who can look ahead and plan for this. At other times,
you may be in hard times, and you need a financial
man who will clamp down and hold on to everything.

I have looked back over the presidents this com-
pany has had over the last 35 to 40 years, and I have
found that each one had a particular talent that he
brought at that time when it was needed.

So, I think that the job is to assess what the
most important problem is going to be for the next
few years and whether what we are doing is going to
be socially acceptable. In other words, are we in
an honorable and respectable business or are there
changes we will have to make with our public attitudes?
What are our relationships with the government? What
are the internal pr3blems of the company? I think
that I have to find the guy or guys who are best in
those situations. These people should have a complete
knowledge of the company, how it operates, where it
operates.

Question: You would look for a candidate within
the company?

Respondent: Certainly. We would have to be
pretty disillusioned in the crop of people that we
have around here before we went outside for a chief
executive.118

1 guess, in part, you have to see what the world
looks like. If it is essentially what it is today,
I would look for someone from within the company who
has grown up with us and understands the company with
its peculiarities and understands the interfaces in
the competition on a world-wide basis.

In this company, which is complex, many bright
people have come in and flopped. I look from within
for people who have risen to the surface and have
brought understanding.

118Respondent 16.
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A techn!_cal background is what it would probably
involve. I didn't used to feel this way. True, a
good business manager can get himself a technical man
and can run a major division. One of our good finan-
cial managers is doing this. However, there is a
danger of too much dependence upon the senior engi-
neer. I lean toward people who have technical ex-
posure and have grown with the company. If we wait
for ten years, that may not be the story then.119

Discussed now is the respondents' views as to the qualifications

required of individuals who are to be selected for the responsibilities

of chief executive officer. As could be expected, these included a

great many factors, among them the individual's educational preparation.

Educational background was considered by thi! interviewees (and is so

treated in this study) in the total context bf desired capabilities and

with particular relationship to the person's track record and rr--iise

of future performance.

Table 18 lists the 66 multiple responses of the 30 respondents

regarding what they consider to be the most imporzant criteria in the

evaluation of candidates for high level management positions. (It should

be noted that data in this chapter when cross-tabulated with all other

previously discussed data yield no statistically significant correlation.)

ll9Respondent 5.
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TABLE 18

CRITERIA FOR EVALUATING CANDIDATES
FOR HIGH-LEVEL MANAGEMENT POSITIONS

Category
Absolute
Frequency

Relative
Fre.quency

(Percent)

Related experience 15 23

In-house candidate 7 11

People-oriented 12 18

Leadership 3 4

Integrity 5 8

Well-rounded e.tecutive 6 9

Young 5 8

Other 13 19
TOTAL 66 100

In reviewing thes,' responses, it is interesting to note that,

while a person's particular cAucational background may be important in

gaining entry to lower-level positions, it clearly is not considered sig-

nificant in the evaluation of candidates for top management. The most

consequential factors in this regard would appear to be successful prior

experience and a strong people-oriented attitude.

Certainly, other factors were also discussed. These are listed

in Table 18. Yet to indicate the interdependence of these various quali-

fications, it is necessary to go to the words of the respondents them-

selves. As the following excerpts from the interviews show, the formu-

lation and application of criteria for selecti.:m to top management posi-

tions are clearly very complex and subtle matters:
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Educational preparation is unimportant at that
stage. I think the kind of person that you find gen-
erally has the top educational qualities. I think
education gets you into that position. By the time
you have developed, you have gone through phases. The

odds of getting to that position are higher if you
have an educational background.

There are some in this organization who have only
a high school education and can run rings around those
who have much more educationally. It is getting harder
to do, though. They learn enough of what you have to
know that they can rise to the top without the formal
education. There are some personal aspects that handi-
cap you a bit socially. However, a person gets polish2d
by other means.

Once he has built a track record, it overshadows.
The emphasis would be more in the actual person and the
experience rather than the package of credentials. It

so happens that all top officers here do have good
formal educational backgrounds.120

First off, I would look for successful manage-
ment experience in line responsibility. You have got
to have that. We would be looking (chief exetutive
officer) at an age bracket of 45 to 55. You surely
don't want to move a man in that wouldn't have a ten-
year opportunity ahead of himself. We would preter
to take him from one of our own career managers. One
of the requirements of our managers is his potential
promotability to chief executive officer. We feel
strongly that it is a desirable thing to do. I guess
the next thing is: What kind of person is he? What
kind of social responsibility has he demonstrated?
What is his family situation? Those types of things.

At that age it really isn't very important about
his academic background. You look at academic cre-
dentials but they are not decision factors. You have
to relate it to what was customary at the time he went
to school. If you take someone who is 55, what were
the backgrounds of the better people coming out of
school at that time? You would be interested more in

l20Respondent 26.
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his extra-curricular activities than what he did aca-
demically because, whatever he did, his successful
business career overshadows a lack of cutstandingness
in the academic area.121

. . . and he must be a family man. I will not
project a bachelor; he must have a soul, a whole man.
He must have a proper reputation inside and outside
the compalv. He wants to be the kind of person with
tile appropriate humility so that when he gets in
trcuble, he doesn'c buil it ahead or not ask. . . It

would be these qualities on top of their being quali-
fied. . . Timing imd luck is why half the guys are
here.122

I wouldn't worry about his education in this job
(chief executive officer) at all.

Question: How about the kind of individual?

Respondent: His track record. Then you start
to get into the value system of the individual. The
value system of the company as it is and as you might
like to have it. And this varies tremendously among
companies. Some companies, such as ours, are pretty
much long-run oriented--just the nature of our business
. . . everything we have is dedicated to, more or less,
the ability of long-range planning and thinking. A
guy who came in from the electronics industry would
find this a foreign world. To try to transmute this
company with a parallel to the way they try to run an
electronics industry would give me a little cause for
hesitation in selecting that kind of an individual.

That is just a part of it. The value systems
also go beyond that. The kind of people, the way in
which we operate becomes a lore in the company. It

doesn't mean it is good or bad, but it is a habit, a
practice. We are known as a pretty stable, reliable
employer who treats their people decently. I can name
a couple of companies that might not have that repu-
tation.

121Respon

122Respondenz 29.
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. . . the comment I would like to make, and I
think it is true of most of the companies here (re-
ferring to the list of respondents): There isn't
really any secret; there isn't any shortcut or any
magic road. It is just one helluva lot of hard work
involved and I don't know how we are going to get it
across to people looking for that magic button to push.
Those whom I depend upon certainly are not demonstrat-
ing results in glib tongues and buzz words.123

nuestion: Should he have a legal background?
(The respondent, a chief executive officer, is a law-
yer.)

Respondent: No, it doesn't make any difference,
long as he doesn't feel he knows it all. He could

have followed the chemistry ladder, or his specialty
may be biology and he knows how ostriches have babies.
It is the crustacean bed approach. Guys who say that
there is only one way. . . one kind of education, or
that you have to be of a Norwegian Baptist background,
etc., etc.--HOGWASH!: 124

I would look for a guy who is in his early 40's,
a fellow who has stripes on his sleeve; someone who
has experience in running a successful operation; some-
one who has had enough time to have lived with all the
problems. He should be people-sensitive, a good judge
of people, able to get along, sensitive to situations,
have the ability to think things through ane be able
to separate the wheat from the chaff. That's probably
what I would look for.

Question: Any other educational qualifications?

Respondent: He should have had at least four
years of college. An MBA is not necessarily manda-
tory. Educationally, he should be a generalist.125

123Respondent 19.

124Respondent 15.

125Respondent 25.
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It is a hard question. There is no pat answer.
Experience in our particAllar business is not necessary.
To use a trite phrase--a well-rounded executive. He
must have a good financial background. He should have
a reasonable understanding of the important functions
of the business, and he should know where he has to
strengthen his own abilities.

It would be a person who relates well with people
because we are a people-problems organization. A mar-
tinet attitude would filter all the way down the line
through the organizatiun.

It should be someone who convinces me he has the
big picture of responsibility. He has enough experi-
ence, even in a specialized field, to prove his execu-
tive capabilities. He understands the need for per-
meating the organization with this feeling.

Question: What in the educational background
produces this?

Respondent: Perhaps courge work is superfluous.
I'd be looking for someone who is well above average
intelligence, it is true. But education tells only
a little bit. lt doesn't tell that much from the
courses. It may or may not tell you about his moti-
vation. 126

One of the responsibilities of management, at
the very outset, is to provide for a succession in
management. There is no greater requirement than to
surround yourself with the most capable people that
you have available to you. From this you select, in
my judgment, two or three alternatives that will meet
the situation as you continue dawn the road. The type
of person, in fact, the type of people I have surrounded
myself with are really diverse. They are people that
have the basic requirement of a strong background in
finance and accounting. 7 ,.ty have strong capability in .

the administrative field, handling people, giving direc-
tion, people who have a good awareness of the overall
scope of the business.

126Respondent 17.
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The business we are in is 30 to 35 percent inter-
national. The person who will be in line for top man-
agement has been at a high level of management and has
the scope and understands our priorities and our strat-
egy. We have five group vice presidents--young, very
dynamic people to head up these profit centers.

I am a strong believer iq promoting from within.
Management development is the prime responsibility of
management. This person must know what our goals are,
what we are doing, give guidance and direction to
people, have an esprit de corps and enthusiasm for
the task at hand.

. . . taking on a general assignment and produc-
ing in a commendable way will do more for you, in both
your own personal development and your opportunities,
than anything I know.127

Question: What about educational background?
How important is it? Is it a prerequisite for the
presidency?

Respondent: I guess I would always look to see
if he is a college graduate and has a college degree.
I place a lot of importance on it. He was motivated
to do it and that tells me a lot about the man. The
absence of the degrees would not be a complete barrier.
But, I would have to see other attributes to overcome
his not having that college degree.

The content is not
itself. A person could
personnel, or what not.
it seems to me it tells

so important as the degree
have an MBA in finance or
If he has made that Fade,

me a lot about him.126

The same respectful but qualified view concerning the significance

of formal educational background as a qualification for top executive

leadership was expressed by another chief executive officer, a man who

himself had earned three academic degrees--in engineering, law, and finance:

127Respondent 4.

128Res pondent 23.
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Question: Do you look primarily for a certain
kind of experience or educational background?

Respondent: I probably wouldn't even know the
educational background of many of our senior people.
I think it is probably very important but they may
have obtained their education in many ways, formally
or not.

When we look for a senior person, as we did this
past summer, we could use their biography. However,
when you have worked with people 20 years, or as I
have in this case for 4 1/2 years, you begin to know
a good deal about them: their ethics, intelligence,
the way they approach problems, their stamina, com-
petitiveness, and business acumen. One tends to put
this tot.liy together in value judgments relative to
a whole tAack of things.

When we find that a parson may be weak in some
area, we try to get him to brush up or get more ex-
posure making sure that he is bolstered by a very
fine person. Just as I learned a lot from the people
I worked for, I learn a lot from people who work for
me, too. If by judiciously putting a person in juxta-
position with the training he is lacking, he gets ex-
posed. He will tend, then, to bring the people he
relied on along. It is human nature. A lot of people
in organizations don't realize this. It is,not crony-
ism or favoritism. Life is too short and you have
learned to appreciate his excellence and his weak
points, and you know the art of management is to help
the comers in your organization get exposed to other
people. In time, through admixturing, they make
strengths in the whole company. 129

129
Respondent 20.
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CRAFTER 17

SLIVARY

Introduction

The purpole c this study has teen to examine and analyze the

views of senior executives as to the role and significance of formal

educatioral experiences in the development of top-level business man-

agers. Formal educational experiences have been construed to include

college, graduate and professional schooling, and various types of what

is commonly called continuing education. Which of their own educational

experiences do serOor level executives consider to have been most valu-

able in preparing them for top management responsibilities? What type

of educational preparation would they recommend to young people who

aspire to senior executive positions? And what weight would they attach

to educational background in the selection of their successor?

Most of the 30 senior executives interviewed were affiliated

dith large corporations. In responding to the interview questions, they

not only replied to the questions themselves but spoke candidly of their

own educational and professional experiences as well as their relation-

ships with their colleagues and of the workings of their companies and

the larger society. The study, therefcre, makes available the inter-

viewees' thinking about the significance of education in the develoement

of senior executives. It places the educational factor in what the re-

125
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spondents believe to be its pertinent human, organizational, and societal

contexts and at the same time reveals a good deal about the type of people

who today participate in the leadership of American business.

Methodology

The so,sic methodology of the study has been to conduct personal

interviews with a sample of 30 senior corporate executives. The inter-

view technique seemed preferable to the use of questionnaires for sev-

eral reasons. A personal interview ensures that the intended respond-

ent is actually the one who replies. Open-ended questioning in a per-

sonal interview offers more opportunity for the in-depth probing of

attitudes and for the clarification of value terms. It is also likely

to elicit more data from respondents, as well as a wider range of infor-

mation, ins-IA-Its and perspectives, than can be garnered through a written

questionnaire.

The judgment sample selection began with a roster of California's

top 100 c.,mpanies. From among these, 30 senior executives were selected,

representing 29 companies located in the San Francisco Bay area. The

respondents were chosen by virtue of their positions as key executives

in the companies selected.

Top executives of American corporations have historically tended

to be Caucasian males. Reflecting this fact, the interview sample was

drawn fro= this group and did not include female executives or individ-

uals from ethnic minority backgrounds. As more women and minorities

come to hold top executive positions, they, tco, should be similarly

studied to discover if the results would be the sFTIP.
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The 30 executives interviewed included 26 corporate presidents,

2 chairmen of boards of directors, 1 vice chairman, and a senior vice

president. Transcripts were made of all interviews. Interview sessions

ran for approximately one hour. An interview guide was used so as to

ensure that the same subject areas would be discussed with each respon-

dent.

Section I - Colle

Generally, the questions related to the respondents' oum evalu-

ation of their college education, including what in retrospect seemed

to have been strengths and weaknesses. Also included were such post-

college educational experiences as management development and training

courses. In addition, respondents were asked ahout the significance

they would attach to formal educational preparation in the selection of

:heir successor in the top management slot.

The data collected from the 30 interviews were analyzed both

quantitatively and qualitatively. A factor analysis did not show any

meaningful correlative indices amang the variables that relate educa-

tional background and experience to senior executive achievement. Thin

suzgests that there is not necessarily a predictable cause and effect

relationship.

The statistics presented included frequences of responses to

questions and cross-tabulations of responses for significant relation-

ships.

Twenty-five of the 33 senior executives were either recruited

from outside the orzanication or promoted from within. The remaininz

five were corporate presidents who either were the original company

13S
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founders or had strong family connections with major stockholders.

All the executives interviewed had at least one college degree.

In their undergraduate educational preparation they were evenly divided

between primarily technical/scientific and general/liberal arts. Over

half of them had earned more than one higher education degree. There

is no statistically significant correlation between the type of under-

graduate education (that is, technical or liberal) which the interviewees

had experienced and the path by which they achieved their top manage-

ment positions (that is, through outside recruitment, by in-house pro-

motion, as the organization's foundet, or through family connections).

The interviews focused especially on the relationship of the

repondents' educational enperiences to their role in top management.

Almos .hout exception, the respondents emphasized the part continual

edu:_ation had played in meeting their educational needs during various

phases of their careers.

The aspect of their undergraduate education that the inter-

viewees consistently felt to have been most imp rtant was its form

rather than its content. 'hat seemed to count was less the subject

matter studied than the intellectual discipline and analytical training

which the study entailed. Generally, th=2 interviewees with a liberal

arts background attached greater importance to the form of their under-

graduate education, whereas the interviewees with a technical under-

graduate background believed that their technical training had been -most

helpful.

The major and most frecuently cited educational weakness was in

the area of accounting and finance. Respondents discussed how the:: had

had to make up these deficiencies on the job and through executive man-

agement progra,71s. 139
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Several of the interviewees are currently active in an advisory

capacity to business schools. They point out haw business education

programs have changed over the past 20 to 30 years to include the account-

ing and financial area as well as other subjects that were previously

underemphasized or not even available. ExLcutives with engineering and

other technical backgrounds discus.led the need to provide more exposure

to financial courses and human reloticns sut.;ects at engineering schools.

Section II - Since College

The executives interviewed highly recommend, support, and, in

almost all cases, have themselves participated in management training

programs throughout their careers. Management development programs are

closely related to personnel evaluation and identification of potential

promotables. A recurrent theme during the interviews suggests that it

is as much the employees' responsibility to seek continued self-development

as it is a corporate obligation to provide management development oppor-

tunities. Several executives recommended the use cf professional, in-

dividual career counseling for the benefit of employees as vell as the

company. As career paths progress to higher executive levels, the

management and personal develorment eruhasis gradua1ly shifts fram tech-

nical to general.

There is a significant relationship between the top executives

vho stronzly support -,Anagement development programs and those vho are

heavily committed to organization development. This vas equally true

of executives vbose underzraduate educational backgrounds had been

technical as those vhc had studied liberal arts subjects. It seemed in

this regard as well as others that the intervieuees' long years of cor-
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porate experience considerably overshadowed their earlier undergraduate

orientation.

It is interesting that approximately rwo-thirds of the respon-

dents volunteered comments on tne desirability of a well-rounded executive,

even though no question was asked in that regard. It appears that some

companies go to great lengths to encourage executives to broaden them-

selves culturally and in other respects. There is an important correla-

tion between those who advocate that the executive should be a well-rounded

person and those who have heavy commitments to organization development

programs. As one senior executive put it, "We try to develop 'the

tomorrows' 10 to 15 years down the road. We want our executives to be

broad before they get there." This comment was, in its gist, typical.

The inte.Inniewees nlearly indicated a strong concert about under-

standine and worki iiLi people. They emphasized that managerial

success is based on the ability to motivate and work tugh the efforts

of others.

About half the respondents, although not specifically questioned

on the matter, offered comments about the importance of developing effec-

tive speaking, writing, and communications skills. Cross-tabulated data

showed a meaningful relationship between attitudes regarding the impnr-

tanoe of good communication skills and a strong commitment to management

dzv.=lopment :raining programs. The ability to communicato is retarded

by several of the tcp executives interviewad as an essential aspect of

manatint.

Abont half the respondents mentioned their indebtedness to others

Who had helped them at different times in their lives. It was tenerally

atreed that tbere were bound to be manv oeozle who at various tines made
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important and lasting impressions upon the careers of those who became

top executives.

Sixteen of the thirty interviewees brought up the subject of

self-discipline as related to strong motivations and achievement.

Twenty-five of the respondents volunteered comments on their

commitment to a high standard of ethical behavior and social responsi-

bility. There was a correlation of these responses with responses of

these executives who discussed the importance of being a well-rounded

executive.

During the interviews the respondents also volunteered views

on society's chamging values and the role of education. Some expressed

dismay at the general lack of comprehension of the American economic

system and especially the anIction of profit. Others discussed con-

temporary technological, economic, '_ov:=.ramental, social, and education

developments and the directions of Ameriolm society generally.

Section III - Execiltives' Recommendations

Mere was no general agreement about any ideal program of ed-

ucational preraration for successful executives. Regardless of their

indivit:lual educational preferences, almost all the interviewees enpba-

sized the importance of understanding and adjusting to the particular

ne.:_ds, ability, level of maturity and aspirations of the individual

youna person. Several respondents recommend that professional testing

and counseling s'oculd be used for this purpose for the benefit of both

individuals and companies--

As a group, the respondents favored an undergraduate liberal

arts orientation for anyone cor.sidering a career as an executive. Re-
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spondents from scientific or technically oriented companies tended to

advise those interested in a specific technology to pursue that course

and then to add an MBA degree aud brolder, their education later.

On the question whether or not there should be a break during

the educational process, the respondents are evenly divided. Most of

the executives who advocated a break believed that it should be taken

between college and graduate schoul and primarily for the purpose of

gaining useful work experience. The executives who preferred no break

generally qualified their vtews in the case of young persons who appeared

to need more maturity before going on to graduate school. Many of the

respondents agreed on the desirability of including some actual work

experience with the young person's formal educational progra-ns.

The interviewees were also asked about the criteria they would

use in the selection of their own successor. Discussion of this subject

revealed a general and intense sense of responsibility on the part of

the respondents to provide management develonment programs in order to

find and prepare future leaders within rheir own organizations.

The respondents discussed their own _duoational st engths and

weaknesses and offered suggestions as to wat should be included in :he

educational preparation of vnu.:. 'xec-Itivo :spirants. Eowever, educa-

tional background was clearly not : important factor in the

evaluation of candidates for top management. 1Znat appears to count mcst

that level is the nerson's cver-ali aiity, the:r trazk and

przImise and fne extant to which :Hey are sansi:ive towari. -rd

can work with and through other peerle.
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CHAPTER 18

REFLECTIONS ON THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Reality as a whole is always beyond our powers of analysis; its

infinite complexity allows only of reflection. Reflection, on the other

hand, is dependent on the insights it draws from analysis. Yet analysis

can never address itself to more than aspects of reality--problems and

subject matters abstracted from reality as a whole. For that reason,

if the results of analysis are to be used to full advantage, they must

be recombined with the larger reality to which they pertain. And in

this recombining of the insights developed by analysis with the larger

reality we hope to illuminate, we again have no alternative but to return

to reflection. Yet our reflection will then be enriched by the new

knowledge we have gained from our analysisassuming, of course, that

the subject we selected for study was significant and that the analysis

itseli was well conceived and properly carried out.

So it h been with the present study. We bezan with aa exami-

net-ion of I...1:e of senior business executives concernine the role

of fo,rr31 e.zperiences in preparing people for successful

careers -..La'la;emeat. We found th,,.t in the opinions of the executives

interviewed, for-nal educational experiences were only one among man:

factors that contributed to successful executive careers. And now, to

derive the zreatest possible nesninz from cur study, we must turn to the
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larger reality from which we cook onr point of departure. We must re-

flect on what the study appears to shaw about the senior business execu-

tives whose views on education we solicited.

What kind of people are these, who have made it to the top of

their professional ladder; in what regards are they truly the "uncommon

wheels" that the title of the study (with a touch of inelegance, for

which I apologize) claims them to be? To what extent do their v.:Jues

and attitudes follow traditional American patterns, and in what ways is

their outlook distinctively contemporary? What are they zoncerned about

in the larger society? How do they see their roles as business leaders?

And finally, what kinds of challenges do they appear to pose for the

country's ednoati-:nal inf.ritutions and educators?

Business Leaders as People

Judzed on the basis of the sample of thirty individuals inter-

viewed for the study, today's American business leaders are, indeed, an

impressive group. As one would expect, they are intelligent, thought-

ful, and well-informed. But contrary to popular stereotypes, they are

neither narrow in outlook and interests nor bureaucratic in mentality

and style. Their most orominent common characteristics are an irtense

urge to achieve, an axcepticnal capacity for hard work, arc: a strivinz

for excellence in whatever task they undertake. While 6.11-ir dress and

manner are generally conservative, most strike one as strong individuals,

with a decided pennhant to make up their owm minds. And thcuzh the

world in which they live anc work is highly structured, one senses in

Chem a stronz element of spontaneity; many, in fact, appear to experienL2

life as a= adventL:re in whiCh they are delizhted and grateful to ht. ,r-
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gaged. All have highly developed analytical abilities, but most show

a good deal of imaginativeness as well. They are, for the most part,

self-assured and confident but at the same time appear to have an acute

sense of life's complexities and of their own limitations.

Another common characteristic of senior Nmerican business

executives is their breadth of professional aLd general knowledge. Yet

most seem sincerely to wish they knew a great deal more and to view

their entire career as one continuing educational experience. They

recognize the key importance of specific manageria3 skills but accord

hardly less value to various kinds of humanistic studies. They see

these as both personally enriching and professionally useful, particu-

larly as managers assume high-level policy-making responsibilities.

Yet as respectful as they are of all types of education and expertise,

they place the greatest value on the capacity for judgment. For they

recoznize that it is in the capacity for judgment that intelligence,

personality factors, experience, and education come together. They

seem deeply aware that it is through the successful exercise of this

capacity that they must justify the strategic lendeiship positions that

have been entrusted to them and achieve their own professional ful-

fillment.
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Business Leaders and Traditional and Contemporary

American Values

In a great many ways, the values and outlook of the senior

American business executive are today much the same as they have always

been. He believes in the ethic of personal responsibility. Re sees

hard work as a good in itself and an essential condition of a produc-

tive and healthy society. He considers achievement as the surest road

to personal satisfaction and recognition by one's fellows. And he is

strongly committed to the ideal and practice of excellence. In the

language of conte-mporary sociology, he subscribes to the principle of

meritocracy. He believes in the equality of access to opportunity and

feels stronE;ly that rewards should be based on the value and quality of

a person's performance. He is confident, moreover, that rewards earned

in this fashion are bound to follow. And he is convinced that violations

of this principle cannot but lead to a general slackening of effort,

deterioration of the society's capabilities and damage to individual

morale and motivation.

Yet if, in these ways, today's senior executive follows tradi-

tional American patterns, his outlook also includes a number of signifi-

cant contemporary sensibilities. Perhaps most markedly of all, he appears

to have a sincere and profound respect for people. Fi! recognizes that

this is essential if he is to work effectively with, and through his

employees and colleagues. And he at the same time seems genuinely to care

about them as individuals. Ile evidences this attitude in his acutE: con-

cern about being an effective communicator. And he shows it, too,in his

determination to provide opportunities for counselinz, education and
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deserved career advancement for his organization's work force. Though

he continues to see the efi:icient operation and continued financial

soundness of the corporation as his first responsibility, he clearly

devotes much greater effort than did earlier generations of managers

to the facilitation cf the men and women through whom these economic

objectives must be achieved.

A second, characteristically contemporary attitude is manifested

in thE senior executive's concern about his own and his company's re-

-,ationships with the larger community. He is anything but the free-

wheelirg business buccaneer whom we read about in our nineteenth-century

history. He appears to set high standards of morality and integrity

for himself. And he is daeply preoccupied with living up to current

expectations of corporate responsibility. He typically devotes much of

his own time and skills to various wolunteer and prabono activitias,

including service on the boards of trustees of hospitals and educational

institutions and on fund-raising comnittees connected with artistic and

charitable enterprises. And he holds himself open to ways his corporation

can ?articipate in helping to come to orips with community problems.

Finally, as much of an achiever as he himself may be, he is more

tolerant than were his counterparts in the past of others who are dif-

ferently inclined. Albeit at times with a lingering sense cf regret

and misgiving, he recognizes that c:noices of life-style, educational

experiences and roads to hoped-for hanpiness are individual matters and

must be :ccepted as such.
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direct1). One of these is the vast ignorance they perceive in all

tions and age-groups of the population about the principles, work-

s and accompliSaments of the American economic system, including the

.ctioni741 of American '-usiness enterprise. They attribute this lack

un,derstaadinz f7 c!_lsidcrable 7.1easure to what they feel has been a

lure of our school systems to do an adequate job of informing the

izenry about some of the rost basic realities of the American way of

e. Many of them manifest a sense of frustration bordering on exas-

ation at what they see as an unfair and potentially tragic paradox:

most efficient, consumer-oriented economic system in the world

ch, at the same time, is widely unappreciated, taken for granted,

subjected to poorly-informed criticisms. While they show no signs

wishing tc co so far as to co-opt American education interfel..2 in

curricu:a, they fervently wish that this gap in Americans' knowledge

their society c-Juld quickly be remedied-

Not only, however, do American business leaders appear dis-

Dinted at their fellow citizens' icmorance of the nature cf American

Lness and economics; they seem even more deeply troubled by what

7 feel is a still more fundamental problem. That is the growint

:lict they see developing between the values of productivity, effi-

Icy and coEt effectiveness essential for a dynamic economy and the

7 different notionc cf self-enhancement, individual and group "needs"
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and instant gratificntion that increasingly dominate American culture

and politics. What they in effect have in mind are the concerns ad-

vanced by the sociologist, Daniel Bell, in his recertt book, The Cul-

tural Contradictions of Capitolism.130 Though their views are not as

fully articulated as &ell's, they share essentially the same forebodings.

By virtue of their own positions in rete business world, they under-

standably feel very directly involved. And like Bell, they are con-

vinced that it is a matter in which :he entire nation has a vital

stakL.

liow Business Leaders See Their Own Role

Taken as a group, American business leaders differentiate them-

selves surprisingly little fro= the rest of their society. They show

little group consciousness on the basis of either social class or shared

professional status. They do have close and frequent prcfessional con-

tacts. They play golf and tennis together. And they collaborate in

many of their voluntary service activities. 7'heir cocial sets often

overlap. And they belong to the same clubs. Bet even there, there

appears to occur little sustained dis:ussic- or plannine as reaards

the identity, interests, and role of senior business executives as a

groep. Thouale each individual necessarily wields a great deal of i:i-

fluence in his awn organization, it seems impossible to speak =eamine-

fully of a sel'-c:onscio-zs American business leadership "establish=ent"

=s suoh.

1ie 3el The Cult-r=1 Contradictions of Capitalism, New
York: Basin &ocks,
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In effect, that is to say, senior business exec-Itives feel them-

selves to be more or less ordinary Americans whose job happens to be to

manage business organizations. They claim little mere for themselves

than to be valued and paid for the work they are doing. They have great

faith in America and wish to contribute to its continued, creative un-

folding. But they are disturbed by the Increasing number of regulations

and constraints being imposed on the direction and operations of their

enterprises. And they fear that these interventions, together with the

diffusion of anti-business a:titudes, can go only so far before their

adverse effect is felt on the nation's economic performance and capabil-

ities. Yet except defensively, ani even then with self-restraint and

an obvious desire to be socially responsible citizens, they show little

inclination to participate aggressively in society-wide controversies.

Neither their personal nor professional self-concepts appear to include

aspirations for individual or group leadership roles in the active

direction of the larger society.

Challenges to Education

What are the major challenges Chat appear to be posed by the

views and situation of senior American business executives for American

education? There would appear to be at least three. For one thing, as

our business leaders suggest, our school curriculum planners, teachers,

and administrators would be well advised to place greater emphasis on

seeing that our youngsters graduate with a better understanding of the

American economic system. This can be done without propagandizing our

school populations or preventing or stifling criticism of the economy.

It will demand the return to greater educational substance that is
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increasingly being called for in regard to many other subject matters

as well. And it will, of course, require teachers who themselves are

adequately informed. They must be preparetf mpreover, to differentiate

clearly between fac'tual descriptions of our economic realities and their

own evaluations of these rea1it4es in terms of ideology and personal

preference, Both the content of such revitalized economics teaching

and the effectiveness of its presentation could be much enhanced by

closer collehoration between teachers of economics and business and

actual practitioners in those fields. This could be achieved by more

extensive utilization of teacher-practitioners drawn from the business

world itself. And it could b further facilitated by providing ?por-

tunities for teachers of economics to work for periods of time i. business

organizations. It would also be helpful if representatives from business

were more frequently brought into classrooms as guest lecturers and as

res:urce persons. And it would serve the same purpose if students could

more often visit with people in business. In all these regards, the

business community appears prepared to come more than half way. The

question is whether our educators are willing to do the same.

Greater flexibility and responsiveness to the needs of students

and employing organizations sho-id, in fact, be aimed for at all levels

of American education. As the findings of present study show, edu-

cation is likely to be most effective when related to the individual

student's interests and level of maturity and combined with appropriate

exposure to the world of work. This is most clearly the case with men

and women who are already active in the work force and who wish to con-

tinue their education for purposes of professional and personal develop-
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ment. Here, especially, educators need to make every possible effort

to offer high-standard programs in a wide variety of pertinent subject

areas, scheduled at times, in locations, and in curricular combinations

that most effectively serve their student constituencies. Whether or

not the present structure of higner education will everywhere permit

such programming remains uncertain. What would be helpful would be

greater use of curricular advisor,: c.smmittees drawn from the professions

which iarticular academic programs are intended to serve. Additional

impetk.05 ;.;uld result from the inclusion of greater numbers of business

people on university and college boards of trustees and from closer

accountability by educators to the members of such boards.

A third majoT hallenge for educators and people in the world

of business to work together is posed by the relationship of American

business leaders to the larger society. It concerns the question of

whether our business leaders' conception of their role is today still

sufficient in the light of the many changes that American society has

been undergoing. Is it enough for America's senior business executives

to confine their leadership to the world of business alone, responding

to developments in the rest of society merely with the posture and

strategy of corporate social responsibility? Or hos the social, psy-

chological and political context in which business today operates

become problematical to the point where business can no longer passively

or defensively sit by? And to the extent this may be the case, can

business afford not to be actively involved in the reshaping of our

society and culture that is inexorably occurring and in which the

values and interests of business have an essential part to play? And

if business cannot and should not avoid such more active participation,
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who is to assist our business leaders in the undertaking, including the

enlargement of their traditional role that would necessarily be entailed?

Here, clearly, is an unprecedented opportunity for America's

educators. The task would be nothing less than to bring together senior

business executives with other knowledgeable people for a sustained

rethinking of the realities and directions of our entire society. in

taking initiative for establishment of such a dialogue, educators too

would be transcending their specialized, traditional preoccupations.

Both business and education would thus be gaining inspiring and mean-

ingful new dimensions. And all of us, as Americans, would be the ulti-

mate beneficiaries.
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